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'Toppers turn light out
on Racers in 14-0 shutout. Page 8.
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September 16
WORLD
ALMA ATA, U.S.S.R. — The
president of one of the largest
and wealthiest of the Soviet
republics assured Secretary of
States James A. Baker III today
that like other leading Soviet
officials, he supports central
control of nuclear weapons.
Page 2

STATE
WASHINGTON — Corporations, trade associations and
other special-interest groups
paid for a total of 225 trips by
six of Kentucky's seven congressmen over the last six-years,
according to documents. Page 3

SPORTS
A change of cities hasn't had
the slightest effect on the
Redskins-Cardinals series.
Washington dominated when the
Cards were based in Si Louis
and does so now with the team
in Phoenix. Page 8

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Recessionwary consumers curbed their
spending appetites in August,
which registered the _ steepest
drop in retail sales — 0.7 percent — in seven months, a government report showed.

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy. A 40 percent
chance of thunderstorms during
the evening. Low 65 to 70.
Light west wind. Tuesday: Partly cloudy and cooler a 30 percent chance of showers. High 80
to 85.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
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Poll: old fears, hatreds returning after coup attempt
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
aftermath of the collapse of communism's iron rule, Russians fear
civil war and East Europeans fear
their neighbors and hate their
nations' minorities, polls of European attitudes find.
The polls also indicate that the
roots of democracy in Boris Yeltsin's Russia are still frail. Only a
thin majority of 53 percent favor a

democratic form of government to
solve their republic's problems,
while 35 percent would rather have
a strong lcader.
These results — of polls of more
than 1,000 Russians in post-coup
September and of 13,000 Western
and Eastern Europeans in May —
suggest that with the collapse of
communism old fears and old hatreds are emerging.

No new money for higher
education expected in 1992
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Higher education officials have been told
there is no new money to increase the budgets of the state's universities.
"Everybody is going to have to scrape for every penny they can get,"
Sen. Ed Ford, chairman of the Senate Education Committee, told a conference of higher education officials and legislators on Sunday.
Ford and Rep. Joe Clarke, the House's budget chief, blamed a struggling economy.
"I hope we can keep you where you are, but 'in terms of seeing new
money to do anything, it's not there. It doesn't look like it's -in the
cards," said Clarke.
"I'm sorry because I really believe that we made great strides in the
last (legislative) session," said Clarke, D-Danville.
The state came-up about $58 million short in projections for the last
fiscal year, he said. That, combined with a current recession, has lawmakers looking for budget restraints.
"Higher education has made some strides recently. We don't need to
step back. But it's going to get tough everywhere."
Also during the meeting, Ford said the 1992 General Assembly probably would look at establishing a confirmation process in the state legislature for appointees to university governing boards.
The governor is responsible for appointing 81 of the 100 people who
serve on the governing boards of Kentucky's eight public universities.
The 19 others are chosen by faculty, students and staff.
Ford, D-Cynthiana, said there was a disturbing perception around the
nation that the boards are not composed of qualified people. "And I'm
not talking about Kentucky in particular." he said.
Roger Noe, chairman of the House Education Committee, also proposed
minimum qualifications for people serving on the boards. He did not say
what those credentials were, but joked it would be "other than making a
gigantic contribution."

'I he surveys were conducted for
the Times Mirror Center for the
People and the Press, an arm of the
company that publishes the Los
Angeles Times, and were described
as the most extensive testing of
East European sentiment ever
conducted.
"The end of communism in the
East and the imminent economic
integration in the West have

unleashed forces of nationalism /In Poland, Bulgaria and Hunand ethnicity contained for the last gary, reflecting old territorial con45 years by the exigencies of the flicts, majorities said they felt that
Cold War," the pollsters said in an parts of their country lie within the
borders of neighboring countries.
analysis released Sunday.
As for other neighborly animosi"From the Atlantic to the Urals,
the publics of Europe are once ties, 41 percent of the Poles said
again in conflict over the issues they dislike Ukrainians, 49 percent
and questions that dictated the of Czechoslovaks said they dislike
course of European history in the
(Cont'd on page 2)
past."

Counting on Catherine

Michelle Stinnett, left and Elizabeth Thurman from Sally Crass' adult living class at Murray High School,
stand at the beginning of the "Catherine the Great" exhibit at Murray's Kroger store. All items in the
exhibit were made by area students. Murray's Kroger got 65 tickets as part of Kroger Education %Neel.
Sept. 23 to 27 to distribute to local students. The Murray group will view the exhibit Sept. 24.

Federal judge dismisses case against North
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge today dismissed the case
against star defendant Oliver North
in the Iran-Contra affair after the
special prosecutor said he would
give up the effort to reinstate his
convictions.
An exultant North told reporters
afterward he was "totally exonerated, completely. I don't have
another word for it ... I've had my
last hearing forever, I hope."

North hugged his attorney, his
family and friends in the courtroom
after U.S. District Judge Gerhard
A. Gesell granted the prosecutor's
request to drop the charges. "This
terminates the case," the judge
said.
"We felt it was in the interest of
justice to move to dismiss these
counts," Walsh told reporters
afterward.
Walsh's motion, filed in court

earlier today, said he had concluded that "the government is not
likely, in the unique circumstances
here presented, to be able to sustain
a successful outcome" in the case.
The prosecutor said he had concluded "that the expenditure of
additional prosecutorial, defense
and judicial resources in this case
is not warranted."
A federal appeals court set aside
the convictions, saying prosecutors

had to demonstrate in court that
North's 1987 testimony to Congress, given under a grant of
immunity, wasn't used against him
at his criminal trial.
Gesell opened hearings last week
in the government's bid to reinstate
the convictions.
Former National Security Adviser Robert A. McFarlane stunned
(Cont'd on page 1)

First witnesses expected today in Noriega trial
MIAMI (AP) — Manuel Noriega's lawyers are threatening to
expose dirty dealings by U.S. intelligence agencies at the former dictator's trial, while prosecutors say
they'll show he sold his country to
cocaine traffickers.
The first witnesses in Noriega's
drug trial were to take the stand
today, 20 months after he surrendered to U.S. troops who invaded
Panama in an extraordinary effort
to bring a foreign leader to justice
in the United States.
Prosecutor Michael Sullivan was

scheduled to give his opening statement today.
The defense elected to hold its
opening until the prosecution completes its case, which could take
several months.
Defense attorneys contend that
Noriega secretly cooperated with
U.S. authorities on operations,
including illegal aid to Nicaragua's
Contra rebels, and that any drugrelated activity was tolerated or
even encouraged.
Initial witnesses, including drug
informant Max Mermelstein, were

expected to outline for the federal
jury the operations of Colombia's
Medellin cartel.
Also taking the stand for the
government will be a string of drug
pilots, corrupt bankers, cocaine
traffickers and former Noriega
aides.
Noriega, 51, could get up to 140
years in prison if convicted on all
10 counts. Jury selection was completed last week.
The government accuses Noriega
of signing on with the cartel and
taking at least SIO million in pay-
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and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m., Saturday.
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Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.
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Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas is flanked t) his wife Virginia and sponsor Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., during a break in the Senate Judiciary Committee's nomination hearing for Thomas on
Capitol Hill Thursday.

offfs to service and protect its
cocaine network in the early and
mid-1980s.
Prosecutors allege that Noriega
approved U.S.-bound drug flights,
imports of cocaine-refining chemicals and construction of drug laboratories, and laundered. the cartel's
cash. He even helped the cartel
smuggle automatic weapons into
Colombia for its gangs, prosecutors
say.
Noriega, the government alleges,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Citizens to meet
discuss election
reform Thesday
A Town Forum on Election
Reform will be held in Mayfield
on Tuesday, Sept. 17, at 7 p.m.
at the City Commission Chambers in Mayfield City Hall.
The Mayfield Forum is one of
16 taking place in cities across
Kentucky Sept. 16—Oct. 3.
They are being organized by the
Campaign Finance & Electoral
Reform Policy Council, a partnership between the Kentucky
Center for Public Issues and the
1990 Class of Leadership
Kentucky.
The council was formed in
January of this year to explore
the need for election reform and
to engage the public in the
discussion.
Professional and civic organizations supporting the Town
Forums as statewide sponsors
are: Common Cause/Kentucky:
Kentucky Chamber of Comma(Cont'd on page 2)

Discovery has to change path
to avoid piece of Soviet junk
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Discovery's astronauts erected a
kind of giant Tinkertoy aboard the
shuttle today but first had to steer
clear of a chunk of Soviet rocket
zooming their way.
The shuttle and the van-sized
piece of space junk ended up passing within 10 miles of each another
Sunday night, NASA said.
"1 think we scored a space first,
the first time we've ever had to
maneuver to avoid a conjunction,"
Mission Control's Jan Davis told
the crew. "So good work on everybody's part."
The crew accomplished its major
task late Saturday--when it released
into orbit a 14,500-pound satellite
that will study Earth's damaged
ozone layer. Early today, the astronauts began assembling the
Tinkertoy-like structure in an
experiment that will help in designing the proposed space station.
Sunday evening, the astronauts
lowered Discovery's orbit a little
more than a mile after ground controllers determined the path of the
spent rocket stage would take it
uncomfortably close to the shuttle.
Flight director Al Pennington
said it's hard to say whether Dis-

covery would have collided with'
the object.
"We considered it to be a risk,
and we don't like risk," he said.
"There was by no means any
direct input that said this was on a
direct collision. This is certainly
what you'd call a near miss."
NASA rules dictate that other
orbiting objects, including space
junk, cannot come within i.6 mites
above or beside a shuttle or 4 miles
in front of an orbiter.
Pennington said he was notified
of the encounter about five hours
before it was due to occur. The
astronauts maneuvered out of the
way more than two hours in
advance, he said.
This morning, crewmen James
Buchli and Mark Brown snapped
gold-colored, aluminum joints into,
place to create a 64-inch long.
8-inch square device consisting of
white plastic pieces.
In the first test of a structural
model for the space station, the
device was attached to a machine
and shaken to see how it withstands vibration in zero gravity.
Buchli said before the mission
that the experiment should not L'e
taken lightly.
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First witnesses...

NOTICE
Annual Membership
Meeting
of the

Calloway Co. Farm Bureau
October 8, 7:00 p.m.
at the

Calloway Co. High School Cafeteria

Buckle Up

Defense attorney Frank Rubino
has called the payments and plea
bargains "bribes" and plans to
exploit them to attack the v. itnesses'
Using classified documents, the
defense also will try to convince
jurors that drug trafficking was
tolerated and even encouraged by
the United States as part of secret
U.S.-supported operations, including the Contra supply effort.
In addition. Rubino will try to
show that some of the alleged drug
deals were actually part of Noriega's own legal sting operations.
which in turn won him the praise
of the Drug Enforcement Administration as late as 1987.

Poll: oldfears...
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1991 Technology
Expo
September 18, 1991
Murray State University
Curris Center Ballroom
Murray, KY
9:00 - 5:00

(Cont'd from page 1)
Hungarians and 40 percent of those
polled in the Russian and Ukrainian republics said they disliked
Azerbaijanis.
In every country in Eastern Europe, at least 40 percent of those
questioned expressed hostility toward the largest ethnic minorities
living within their countries'
borders.
The same phenomena exists in
Western Europe, too, the polling
organization said. It said German
views of Poles and French opinions
of North Africans — France's
largest minority -- were equally
negative.
By way of comparison, the study
said. a survey of white Americans

found 13 percent expressing a
negative view of blacks.
In every country surveyed, large
numbers — ranging from 50 percent in Spain to 91 percent in Czechoslovakia — expressed dislike
for Gypsies, a nomadic people who
wander through much of Europe.
Spain proved the most tolerant
country in Europe: only 50 percent
of Spaniards expressed a dislike for
Gypsies.
Anti-Semitism also emerged. As
many as one-third of the Poles and
more than one-fifth of the Russians, Ukrainians and Czechoslovakians said they disliked Jews. In
every country, high percentages of
those questioned offered no opinion" of their feelings toward Jews.

Citizens...

Free Admission

Special Seminar Sessions
10:00-10:45
11:00-11:45
2:00-2:45
300-3:45
400-4:45

(Cont'd from page 1)
gave cartel leaders safe haven in
Panama in 1984 when they were
accused of masterminding the
assassination of Rodrigo Lara
Bonilla, Colombia's crusading antidrug justice minister, the government alleges.
Through it all, millions of
tainted dollars stuffed into suitcases alllegedly fattened Noriega's
secret bank accounts, financing a
jet-set lifestyle of Paris boutiques
and Miami beauty shops for his
wife and daughters.
Law enforcement agencies have
paid more than $1.5 million to
some of the traffickers who will
point the finger at Noriega and
have given others plea bargains.

Introduction to Computers
DOS 5.0 Overview
Accounting in the 90's
Desktop Publishing
90's Technology

(Cont'd from page 1)
ce; Kentucky Center for Public
Issues; Kentucky Medical Association; Kentucky Society of
Architects; Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accountants;
Leadership Kentucky Alumni

Association; and the League of
Women Voters of Kentucky.
The forums are an opportunity
for citizens to discuss the issues
involved with election reform and
make recommendations for change.
Comments from all of the forums
will be compiled into a written
report and presented to the legislative leadership in mid-November.
Other cities scheduled to hold

Town Forums on Election Reform
are: Ashland, Bowling Green, Corbin, Covington, Elizabethtown,
Hazard, Henderson, Hopkinsville,
Lexington, London, Louisville,
Madisonville, Maysville, Paducah
and Pikeville.
Leadership Kentucky Alumni
from across the Commonwealth are
serving as volunteer coordinators
for the local forums. Gregory D.
Pruitt is coordinating the Mayfield
Town Forum.
The forum is open to the public
and the media. For more information, contact Gregory D. Pruitt at
(502) 653-4369, or Lauta Voss,
Kentucky Center for Public Issues,

at (606) 255-5361.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Saturday's winning numbers:
Pick 3: 8-7-2 (eight, seven,
two) Lotto: 5-17-19-42-46-47
(five, seventeen, nineteen, fortytwo, forty-six, forty-seven);
Sunday's winning numbers:
Pick 3: 3-0-9 (three, zero,

nine)
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News of the World
USSR

ALMA ATA, — The president of one of the largest and wealthiest of the Soviet republ
ics assured Secretary of States James A Baker III today that like other leading Soviet
officials, he supports central control of nuclear weapons In what sounded like a possi
ble dispute with Russian Federation President Boris Yeltsin, President Nursultan A
Nazarbayev of Kazakhstan pointedly added that, -I am absolutely against having any
single republic control all nuclear weapons by itself, irrespective of how large that
republic might be The Russian republic is by far the largest in the Soviet Union
Kazakhstan is the second largest In a meeting with Baker last week, Yeltsin also
backed central control of the Soviet Union's thousands of nuclear missiles Both
Kazakhstan and Russia have strategic missiles based in their territory Baker had
breakfast with Nazarbayev before flying to Israel to begin four days of consultations he
hopes will restore momentum to the drive for a Middle East peace conference

BOLIVIA

LA PAZ, — The man suspected of being Bolivia's top cocaine trafficker has surrendered to police in exchange for a government promise not to extradite him to the
United States, authorities said today Hugo River° Villavicencio turned himself in Sunday afternoon in the drug processing center of Santa Ana and was flown on a U S
Drug Enforcement Administration plane to La Paz later in the day, anti-drug police
said He is under indictment in California for conspiracy to traffic cocaine and on a list
of suspected traffickers being sought for extradition to the United States However,
under the government's 120-day amnesty plan that he look advantage of he is now
protected from extradition to the United States The presidential decree allowing the
surrender of suspected traffickers was signed July 29 and is due to expire Nov 29
River° Villavicencio is the fourth suspected trafficker to surrender under the plan

NETHERLANDS

THE HAGUE, — The European Community today urged nine nations in Western Europe to send a lightly armed peacekeeping force to halt the escalating violence in
Yugoslavia The Netherlands, which currently holds the rotating EC presidency, said
the force was needed because of the deteriorating situation in the Balkan nation and
the ineffectiveness of its cease-fire monitoring teams now there A Dutch Foreign Mini
stry spokesman said the Netherlands has asked for a ministerial meeting of the West
European Union, a nine-nation Pans-based European defense forum, to consider
deploying a "lightly armed- force. This request is based on the deterioration of the
situation on the ground in Yugoslavia and on the tact that the civilian EC monitoring
mission appears to be insufficiently equipped to carry out its task of discouraging
renewed outbreaks of large scale hostilities," the spokeswoman said, reading from a
statement. She spoke on condition of anonymity

SWEDEN
STOCKHOLM, — Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson resigned today after a taxpayers'
revolt over the cost of Sweden's far-reaching welfare system gave conservatives a
victory in parliamentary elections Carlsson's Social Democratic Party suffered its
worst defeat in nearly 60 years Sunday as voters rejected policies that produced a tax
burden of 60 percent for the average wage-earner and made every third worker a
public employee Opposition parties promised tax cuts and less bureaucracy. Parliament Speaker Thage G. Peterson appointed Carlsson head of a caretaker government
until conservative leader Carl Bildt could form an administration

BAHRAIN

MANAMA, — A U.S. Navy helicopter crashed in the Persian Gulf region over the
weekend and six men aboard were killed, American military sources reported today
The officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said that full details of the crash
were not yet available. They said they did riot know which U S warship the helicopter
was flying from, how many people were aboard, why it crashed, or the names of those
killed. The officials also were unable to say what type of helicopter was involved or
exactly when it went down The U S Navy has maintained a strong force in the region
since the end of the Gulf War in February. The force, which includes the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln, is commanded by Rear Adm. Raynor A. K. Taylor, operating
from the command ship LaSalle The helicopter was the second U S. military aircraft
to crash in the region in less than a month. An Air Force F4-G jet crashed in the Saudi
Arabian desert Aug. 21, but the two-man crew ejected safely

Personnel Board refers investigation
of hirings to commonwealth's attorney
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A preliminary investigation by the state
Personnel Board found "possible violations- of the merit system in
the hiring of political appointees of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The board referred the investigation to the Franklin County commonwealth's attorney.
A state employee and former board member, James Terry, asked for
the investigation, complaining that the Wilkinson appointees were
receiving the merit jobs through a special process that limits the number of people considered for positions.

The board, in a written order Friday, said the possible violations it
found may include official misconduct.
The state's official misconduct statute applies to public servants and
any violation is a misdemeanor.
The board's order provided no details of the investigation.
The Courier-Journal in Louisville reported in June that five political
appointees received positions in the merit system shortly before June
10. Merit workers must be on probation for six months before they can
be hired permanently, and Wilkinson leaves office Dec. 10.
The board decided to examine several hirings for merit jobs, including Beverly McChesney, Wilkinson's personal secretary', former state
Democratic Party chairman Mary Ann Johnson; and Betty Cowherd,
the wife of Wilkinson's Human Resources Secretary Harry Cowherd.
Johnson resigned her new Transportation Cabinet job in July after
questions were raised about the accuracy of her application.
Betty Cowherd received a merit job in her husband's agency after
June 10, which means her probationary period will run into the administration of the next governor.
The board voted 5-0 to send the report to Commonwealth's Attorney
Morris Burton. A sixth board member, Roger Futrell, did not vote
because he formerly worked for the Department of Personnel.
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Kentucky's
Built
Environment:
From the
Ground Up

HOW WE'RE MAKING SURE
KENTUCKY'S KIDS NO LONGER HAVE
TO TAKE A BACK SEAT.
urrently, Kentucky's kids rank well
below the national average in math.
Our nation's average 13-year-old
fares even worse-being surpassed by
those in Ireland, the UK, Spain,
Canada, Korea and Japan.
Fortunately, the wheels of
reform are beginning to turn.
Thanks to the Kentucky Education
Reform Act (KERA), money has been
allocated, programs put in place. Schools
all across the state are gearing

C

up to meet this enormous challenge.
There's even a school bus that will travel
the state as a wobile exhibit.
But to make any real headway,
we need you to get on board.
Because this is a bus that needs
more than one driver.
To bring the mobile
exhibit to your area, or to find out
how you can get involved in supporting
education reforms, please call:
1-800-928-2111.
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Kentucky Communities and
The Architecture of Government
Join host Chris Christnan for an . .
Abet architectural profile of our commurecies
and courthouses.

(Cont'd from page 1)
prosecutors at the hearing by saying his testimony at North's criminal trial was influenced by North's
nationally televised appearances to
Congress.
"I urged them (Congress) not to
grant immunity," Walsh told
reporters today. "This is a very
serious warning that immunity is
not to be granted lightly."
North was convicted of destroying documents, accepting an illegal

gratuity and aiding the obstruction
of Congress. The destruction of
documents conviction was overturned outright in July 1990 by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, while the
two others were set aside.
Walsh would not comment on
how today's action might affect his
office's
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Premiering Monday, September 16
g8:00 pm CT.

Includes the Calloway County
Courthouse

Irr
The Kentucky
Network

North was sentenced in July
1989 to two years of probation,
$150,000 in fines and 1,200 hours

of community service. North performed the community service, but
the rest of the sentence was put on
hold pending the appeal. case
against former national security
adviser John Poindexter, who is
appealing his April 1990 conviction on five felonies, including
conspiracy and obstruction of
Congress.
Poindexter's attorneys also contend that his trial was tainted by his
forced testimony under immunity
to Congress. A federal appeals
court heard arguments in February

and has not yet ruled.
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State congressmen took 225 special-interest trips
WASHINGTON (AP) — Corporations, trade associations and other
special-interest groups paid for a
total of 225 trips by six of Kentucky's seven congressmen over
the last six years, according to
documents.
The trips took the U.S. House
members — except Rep. William
Natcher — to resorts from Florida
to California and to cities abroad,
the Kentucky Post reported in
Saturday's editions.
House ethics rules allow the
trips, but a self-described public
interest group has criticized the
trips as "nothing more than
lobbyist-funded vacations for the
nation's lawmakers" and "a form
of legalized bribery."
Joan Claybrook, president of
Washington-based Public Citizen,
said, "The trips allow well-heeled
corporate lobbyists to hunker down
with members of Congress over
lunches or golf games for private
tete-a-tetes about key legislative
The congressmen's invitations
and free trips from 1985 through
1990 typically came from corporations and private groups that seek

influence with Congress, the Post
reported. The groups usually pick
up the bills for food and lodging as
well as round-trip transportation.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, DMayfield, took 87 trips, the most of
Kentucky's representatives in the
U.S. House. Annual financial disclosure statements filed by the
members of Congress show that:
Rep. Jim Bunning, R-Southgate,
took 31 trips. Rep. Larry Hopkins,
R-Lexington, made 30 trips. Rep.
Harold Rogers, R-Somerset, took
41 trips. Rep. Romano Mazzoli, DLouisville, reported 31 trips. Rep.
Chris Perkins, D-Leburn,, took five
trips.
Rep. Natcher, D-Bowling Green,
was the only Kentucky congressmen who did not make any such
trips.
The disclosure statements do not
list the cost of the trips.
Hubbard, who declined to comment on his travel, visited such
places as Ft. Myers, Fla., where he
made a speech in 1990 under the
sponsorship of Barnett Banks of
Florida. In 1988, he went to Maui
as the guest of the Consumer Credit Insurance Association. In
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Calloway campaign coordinator

to show up at a baseball old-timers'
game because he's a member of
Congress," said Rick Robinson, a
Bunning staff member. "They
want him there because he was a
great pitcher."
Bunning also made non-sports
trips, such as a one-day trip in
February 1990 to Phoenix to speak
before the American Bankers Association. Bunning served on the
House Banking Committee at the
time. The bankers' association paid *
for his air travel, food and lodging.
The trip cost the association an
estimated S1,000.
The congressman said the trip to
Phoenix was anything but a vacation. He took sharp exception to
the criticism by Public Citizen.
Hopkins, Republican candidate Bill Fandrich (left) has signed on as the coordinator for the Larry
for governor, traveled to such Hopkins (right) campaign in Calloway County. The two are shown at
places as Palm Springs, Calif.; Col- a campaign strategy meeting at the Executive Inn in Owensboro on
orado Springs: Seattle and Salt Saturday, Sept. 7. Fandrich welcomes anyone wishing to help with the
Lake City. He declined to comment Hopkins campaign, call 753-3193.
on his travel. The Tobacco Institute
sponsored his trip to Palm Springs
in January 1990. The institute paid
Mi.irray Ledger & Times
for his round-trip transportation
and two days of food and lodging.
WALTER L. APPERSON
Hopkins is a member of the House
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Agriculture Committee.
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General Manager
MARY ANN ORR
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concerns that none of the declared and likely Democratic candidates appeCirculation Manager
als to Jackson's core supporters -predominantly blacks, labor and other
ALICE ROUSE
liberal groups.
That assessment could prove significant to the chances of Virginia Gov.
Business Office Manager
L. Douglas Wilder, who had hoped to pick up most of Jackson's
supporters.
The
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The Murray [Adger & Times is published
"Nobody was happy with the field and don't feel Jesse's issues will be
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
represented well," said one participant, a Jackson supporter in both his
Thanksgiving Day. Christmas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc., 1001
1984 and 1988 campaigns. "They don't want to see Jesse conclude his
Whiusell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
decision just yet."
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
••••
One of the participants said Jackson and his top aides were concerned
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas already
that unless he seeks the nomination Jackson would be ignored by the parsaved by carriers: $5.00 per month. payable in
advance. By snail in Calloway Co. and to Benty and have no role — or influence — in the 1942 campaign.
ton, Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmingtok.
my opinion he'd rather not run-but he wants some leverage," said
Ky., and to Paris. Buchanan and Piaryear,
Tenn.: $57.00 per year. By mail to other destione participant. "The problem is, nobody can think of a way to get that
nations: $64.50 per year.
leverage short of a campaign."
A 4.
To reach all departments of the newipaper.
Jackson told supporters he would reconvene them in a couple cif weeks
phone 75i-1916.
but was not specific about a date, according to the participants.
• • • •
"It was clear to me that a number of his top people are pushing him to
The Murray [Adger & Times is a member of
the
Associated
Press. Kentudry Press Associarun and he's at least giving it serious thought," one of the Jackson suption and Southern Newspapers Publishers
porters said.
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
CNN had hoped to start the show this month, but won't sign Jackson
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
unless he promises to sit out the 1992 race.
Times.
October 1990, Hubbard and his
wife, Carol, went to Los Angeles at
the invitation of First Federal Bank
of Santa Monica. First Federal paid
for round-trip air travel, food and
lodging, according to Hubbard's
financial disclosure statement.
Hubbard was invited to speak to
First Federal's political action
committee because of his membership on the House Banking Committee, said James Clark, corporate
counsel for First Federal and chairman of its political action
committee.
Clark said inviting a congressman to come to California is far
less costly than hiring a lobbyist in
Washington. "We'd do it again,"
he said.
Bunning's trips sometimes
involved -sponsorship by sports
organizations. In 1988, Pro-Link
paid for his visit to a seaside resort
in South Carolina. The organization picked up the air fare, lodging
and auto rental for Bunning and his
wife, Mary. Bunning, a former
major league baseball pitching star,
took part in a two-day golf tournament with other former ballplayers.
"People don't ask Jim Bunning
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Jackson delays decision, wants waters tested
By JOHN KING
Associated Press Political Writer

WASHINGTON — Jesse Jackson is asking supporters to test support in
their communities for a third presidential run and said he would delay his
decision on whether to enter the 1992 race for at least several weeks.
Jackson summoned supporters Sunday to a meeting at which many
expected he would tell them he would not seek the Democratic nomination next year. Instead, Jackson lieutenants polled supporters for three
hours for their views on a Jackson candidacy before Jackson himself
showed up and spoke for about 30 minutes, according to participants in
the closed session.
Jackson told the group he had personal and family reservations about
running next year, and also said he would need to first retire his 1988
campaign debt. He asked those at the session to return home and ask their
consitutencies whether they felt he should run again in 1992, according to
several participants who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Jackson has an offer to host a public affairs program on the Cable
News Network, and has been leaning toward accepting the deal. But the
participants interviewed after the meeting said Jackson appears to be
rethinking the race.
Two said the Jackon lieutenants, led by Reps. Maxine Waters of California, Charles Hayes of Illinois and Charles Ranges of New York, voiced

CIA nominee faces grilling
over Iran-Contra involvement
By PETE YOST
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Robert
Gates' role in the Iran-Contra scandal is the focus of attention as the
Senate Intelligence Committee considers his nomination to be director
of the CIA.
Thwarted four years ago in his
bid for the job, Gates faces the
same questions today as in 1987:
what did he know and when did he
know it?
Gates has said under oath that it
wasn't until Oct. 1, 1986, months
after other CIA officials knew, that
he heard speculation there might
have been a diversion of money
from the secret Iran arms sales to
the Contra rebels in Nicaragua.
And he said most of what he

knew about Oliver North's activities in running the Contra supply
network he learned from "allegations in the newspapers."
Was then-CIA Director William
Casey keeping his top deputy out
of the loop?
Yes, said Gates and other administration officials.
"in no agency does a deputy
always know everything that his
boss does," national security
adviser Brent Scowcroft said Sunday on ABC-TV's "This Week
With David Brinkley." Gates is
Scowcroft's deputy on the National
Security Council staff.
But Gates' defense is being
undermined by a retired CIA official who pleaded guilty to two misdemeanors in the Iran-Contra scandal in July.

Alan Fiers said he and two other
agency officials beneath Gates
knew of the diversion by the late
summer of 1986. And a nowindicted subordinate of Gates, excovert operations chief Clair
George, is accused of orchestrating
a coverup from Congress of
North's gun-running network. Fiers
will testify this week at Gates' confirmation hearing.
"I'm going to withhold judgment" on Gates' nomination, said
the intelligence committee chairman, Sen. David Boren, D-Okla.,
who has been one of the nominee's
biggest supporters.
The CIA's acting director.
Richard Kerr, says he told Gates in
August 1986 about the possibility
of a diversion. But Gates says he
doesn't recall that.
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Miller, Jackson named as Jones co-chairs
Two Calloway Countians will
lead Democrat Brereton Jones' local campaign for governor in the
November general election,
Dan Miller of Lynn Grove and
Bob Jackson of Murray will serve
as co-chairs. They both served in a
similar capacity in Jones' primary
campaign and will lead a unified
Democratic effort for the fall campaign in Calloway County.
"We are so excited by the unity

of our party in Calloway County
and statewide," Jones said. "I know
we can accomplish great things for
our communities and our state by
working together through the elecnon and for the next four years."
Jones won the Democratic nornination for governor by posting a
victory over thiee opponents in the
May primary. Other members of
the Democrats For Kentucky ticket,
and the offices they are seeking,

SEARS

are:
Paul Patton, lieutenant governor;
Chris Gorman, attorney general;
Bob Babbage, secretary fg' state;
Ben Chandler, auditor; Frances
Jones Mills, treasurer; John Stephenson, superintendent of public
instruction; and Ed Logsdon, commissioner of agriculture.
The general election will be held
Nov. 5.
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Democratic Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones
plans to ask millionaire William S.
Farish to intercede with President
Bush to help preserve western Kentucky's uranium-enrichment industry, _the gubernatorial nominee said.
"The president's closest friend
is Will Farish, and Will Farish is a
very good friend of mine and ... is
strongly supporting me," Jones
said Saturday at a church picnic. "I
think his discussion with the president would probably be more
meaningful than anybody else's
that I know."
Farish, the manager of Bush's
blind trust, was a Houston oilman
when Bush was, and is now a
Woodford County horseinan;as
Jones is.
Bush is planning to campaign in
Louisville Oct. 2 for Jones Republican opponent, U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins.
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Letters to the Editor
We all win when there is cultural growth'
Dear EthtorAccording to the author of "Megatrends," John Naisbett, Americans
will soon be spending twice as many dollars on the performing arts rather
than spectator sports. This is a complete turnaround from 1975, when
twice as many entertainment dollars were being spent on sporting events
rather than cultural events.
" The point is that Kentucky's parks should capitalize on this trend. The
benefits are both obvious and exciting. Our local tourism economy would
be stimulated and the local population would experience cultural opportunities and thus cultural growth.
The local youth would also develop better communication skills and
likewise experience- cultuial-growthAn short, we all win, when there is
cultural growth.
Soon Four Rivers Productions, Inc. will be presenting a business plan
to Kentucky's next governor; one that will outline how Kentucky's westernmost parks can capitalize on this trend. Your comments. questions and
suggestions are encouraged.
Allen Morris, Four Rivers Productions. Inc.
Rt. 7. Box 145, Benton, KY 42025

Capitol Ideas

Redistricting
maps an exercise
in political futility

The Navy's $2 billion baby
WASHINGTON — Just before
Congress began its 'August vacation, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz..
brought a notable. amendment to
the floor. He proposed to kill the
Navy's $2 billion baby, the submarine Seawolf. It was one of the
two best ideas put before Congress
this year.
The other superlative idea was to
kill the Space Station Freedom, the
$30 billion baby of the space program. Regrettably, the space station
survived. Regrettably, under pressures of the rush to recess, McCain
withdrew his amendment. Nevertheless he was right on target.
A good deal has happened since
McCain made his aborted effort on
Aug. 2. A group of hard-line communist conspirators attempted to
overthrow Mikhail Gorbachev. The
coup failed. Responding in outrage,
the Soviet parliament voted in
effect to dissolve itself. The Soviet
empire lies in autonomous pieces.
the power of the Communist Party
has been smashed. Leningrad will
be known again as St. Petersburg.
Otherwise it was a quiet vacation.
Meanwhile, here at home, the
Electric Boat Division of General
Dynamics
of Seawolf, has
had to
"s
'
1 ntling the partly
assembles hull. Hundreds of
cracked welds will have to be
replaced at a cost running into tens
of millions of dollars. The taxpayers will have to pay for the company's mistake.
McCain has the right idea.
Instead of throwing good money
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after bad, let us stop now. At a certain stage in the funding of any
major federal project, a point of no
return is reached. The project gains
an unstoppable momentum. but
Seawolf is not yet at that point.
The Arizona senator cannot be
brushed aside as a know-nothing
peacenik. He is a graduate of the
Naval Academy, a distinguished
and courageous officer, the holder
of every medal short of the Medal
of Honor. As a combat pilot, captured in Vietnam, he spent six
years in a communist prison. If any
member of the Senate has good
reason to advocate a strong national defense, it is John McCain, last
of the ead' warriors.
Why does he want to sink Seawolf? In his view the super-sub is
not needed, and the mind-boggling
expenditure is not necessary. "We
do not need to spend 25 percent of
the Navy's shipbuilding budget on
a ship that is designed for threats to
this nation's vital security interests
that no longer exist."
It would be far better, in
McCain's view, to invest the
Navy's available funds in airlift
and sealift improvements. Our

amphibious forces ‘erge o:
obsolescence. We especially nee,.
improvement in countermeasuresagainst mines. For the foreseeable
future, McCain sees no threat from
a dismembered Soviet Union
Threats will come from other ittrec-/
tions'entirely.
"The Seawolf class submarine
does not reflect these realities or
the lessons of the Gulf WAr. It is a
class of submarine -which
designed to counter a very sOphisticated Soviet submarine and naval
threat, which none of our potential
adversaries in the developing world
possess."
In testimony before the Senate
Armed -Services Committee on June 7; spokesmen for the Navy
attempted to make a plausible case
for saving Seawolf. It was, a lame
effort. Rear Adm. .Raymond G.
Jones, deputy chief of naval operations for undersea warfare.
described his baby as "the key, the
blue chip," to maintain undersea
superiority. Seawolf can dive deeper, lie quieter and carry more armament than any submarine ever
built.
The role of submarines is grow-
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An Associated Press News Analysis

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing loiters to the editor. We
erlitHettet,0114 varietroi-torks, provided they'rrnpir•vitkerth101lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer. with the
writer's address and tetephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledger & Times'reserves the right to condense dr reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
FRANKFORT, Ky. — There is one thing that can be said unequivocally about the map of proposed new congressional districts that emerged
from a General Assembly subcommittee last week.
It will make a good target for political and editorial darts.
Other than that, its value is debatable.
Granted, the map of boundaries for the six congressional districts that
must be in place by the 1992 elections is said to have the blessing of most
of the leadership of the state Senate. And that is not an inconsequential
matter.
But initial reaction also showed that House support is much more open
to question. And the seven members of the current congressional delegation appear less than pleased with the plan.
The question is, whether the state House or the Kentucky U.S. House
members will be able to influence any changes. It will be difficult.
Redistricting is essentially a numbers game. Because the state did not
grow in population, it lost one of its seven seats in Congress.
With six seats, and the population figures from the 1990 census, the
theoretical ideal congressional district conutifts-614;21-6-Deople-. The idea
is to ensure that each district adhere as closely as possible to the one
person, one vote concept.
Using that as a basis, and the fact that districts must be contiguous,
there are some restrictions on what can be done to create new districts.
The advantage of the Senate plan is that the largest district has only 47
people more than the smallest district.
Granted, there was some monkey business with Pulaski and Bullitt
-counties to reach that ideal situation. Pulaski County was artificially
divided among three districts to balance the figures and Bullitt County
was essentially halved to reach the same conclusion.
But if some precinct boundaries can be found to approximate those
numbers, it will be difficult to come up with a better plan because everything else being equal, the federal courts will weigh in favor of the
scheme:that reaches the closest mathematical balance.
None of that makes any difference to U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers, who faces
the prospect of having his current 5th District chopped out from under
him and pieces placed in four other districts.
Or, for that matter, to U.S. Rep. Chris Perkins, who could- see some
staunchly Democratic areas lopped off his current 7th District ,and
replaced by some Republican counties from Rogers' old district. Perkins
also faces the possibility that Rogers could decide to run against him. and
Perkins has demonstrated he's quite vulnerable.
Rep. William Natcher received a mixed blessing in the plan. He gets to
keep Daviess County, which he wanted, but also could find his 2nd District going as far east as Somerset, Rogers' hometown.
Republican Rep. Jim Bunning and Democrat Carroll Hubbard had to be
pretty happy. Their districts were enlarged, but essentially kept intact.
If there is a clear winner in the Senate schtme, it is Republican Rep.
Larry Hopkins. The heart of his current 6th District home would be kept
intact.
• • • •
Most Kentuckians-hive never heard of Joe Wright. They probably
should. They should probably thank him.
Wright has been one of the most influential people in the state for the
last decade. As the majority floor leader in the state Senate, he can rightly
take credit but generally declines to forswhatever progress has come
via legislative means, including the 1990 /Education Reform Act.
But as much as anything he has shepherded through the usually arcane
and confounding legislative process, Wright deserves thanks for the legislation he has killed and the brake he has been on legislative excess.
Wright has announced he will not seek re-election in 1992.
His replacement as the traffic cop on the flow, of legislation to the
Senate will have to be equally adept at saying no.
• • • •
f,41ark R. Chellgren is the Frankfort correspondent for The Associated
Press.)
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countries are
striving to acquire. a submarine
folie. He mentioned China. North
Korea and India. These provide
significant threat.- While the U.S
-submarine program bardv coasts
along, the Soviet Union is launching nine or .0
1 excellent submarines
a year. It is imperative, said WilharnS, that the United States keep
ahead of the Soviets in both
strategic and attack capability.
Not surprisingly. Connecticut's
Sen. Joe Lieberman supports Seawolf; his Groton constituents at
Electric Boat are building it. John
Chafee of Rhode -1-S1and also
defends the project, but other senators have expressed strong
misgivings.
Since the heyday of Adm.
Hyman Rickover, the submarine
service has functioned as the most
powerful, privileged and promoted
branch of the Navy. This overblown role never has been justified.
Congress could begin to restore a
better balance by killing Seawolf: a
submarine whose time has passed
before it began.
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Misery is difficult when you're 'stuffed'

—4_

"There must be something wrong
And when tenant-rights lawyers
with me," said Slats Grobnik, "but
defend
them. it becomes almost
I'm having a hard time feeling
impossible.
miserable.'
"So what kind of domestic agenWhy should you feel miserable?
da is there that makes them stop
"Because I been mostly a Demoshooting each other, peddling drugs
crat all of my life."
and having turf wars, huh? How
What does that have to do with
about arresting everybody who
it?
stickAtheir head out after dark?"
"I been listening to what 'the
That is a violation of rights and
of homelessness in America'?
leaders of my party say. And they works and that sort of thing,
the
courts have said the police
"Who says it's growing?"
say I'm very unhappy."
"Yeah, so who pays for it?"
can't do it.
About whatt?
Studies.
•
I supposed there might have to
"So I'm supposed to feel
"All the domestic problems and be a tax increase or some form of
"Yeah, studies again. Well, when
miserable?"
how President Bush ain't doin' revenue enhancement.
you talk ,about the homeless, are
No, but you can express concern.
nothing about 'em. He ain't got no
"Now you're talking about a way you talking about some crack head
"Awright. I'm concerned. Five
agenda."
or lush, or arc you talking about seconds. That's enough. Now I'm
to make me 'miserable."
Well, that is a serious prpblem.
But things have to be done. people getting evicted from their not -c-oncerned."
We have many domestic problems What about the terrible state of flat because they're out of -work or
Fortunately, most people are less
that should be addressed.
Can't make the rot'!"
education in America?
-selfish
-and do have concerns about
"That's what I keep hearing. So
• All the homeless should he our the failure of leadership to address
"Who says it's so terrible?"
why ain't I miserable like I'm supconcern.
Every study shows it is.
domestic issues.
posed to be?"
"Not mine. If some guy wants to
"I don't know who makes these
"Yeah? Don't bet on it. RememIt 'isn't necessary that you be studies, but here's how I see it. scramble his brain and live like a
ber.
there ain't never been a time in
miserable. But I'm sure you're Yeah, the schools are bfl in some /turn, that is his right. And it is my
this
country's history when people
concerned. Aren't you?
places, mostly in the poor neigh- right not to Worry because he's
"Yeah, once in awhile, I guess. borhoods in the big cities. But most exercising his right to be stupid." had is 'Much stuff."
Stuff? But not all the time. It ain't like I of us don't live in the poor neighBut what of those who are homestuff. The CD, the VCR,
"Yeah.
sit around at night asking myself: borhoods in the big cities. So in
less-because of financial setbacks'? the TV.• Even inn the worst
'I wonder what the gross national most places, the schools ain't that
"Yeah, that's tough. But I think
they learn the letters CD,
product is gonna be this month?" bad. In factt, the nicer the neigh- that we're being sold a bill of schools,
VCR and TV before they're in kinYes, but you must. be concerned /borhood and the nicer the suburb, goods because I don't think that
dergarten. Stuff, everybody's got
about -unemployment.
the better the schools."
there are that many. If they need lots of stuff. And when people got
"Nati, not really. If I was unemBut don't you consider that places to live, how come we got so lots ofstuff, they. ain't as miserable
ployed-- I'd worry, but I'm not."
unfair?
many empty flats in the public as you think."
That's a rather selfish attitude.
"I don't know if it's fair or housing projects?"
Stuff. You think that people arc
"Hey, when ain't there been peo- unfair. But that's the way it is. So
Because many of the projects are
grirg to vote on the basis of what
ple out of work? I can't do nothing you want I should stay awake all dangerous places to live.
about it."
you call .stuff? You believe that
night worrying about the test scores
"What makes them dangerous'? I
Yes, but the President should on the West Side of Chicago or in mean, those buildings ain't falling people are so shallow, so matcriahave an agenda 'to address this the Bronx?"
down from old age. I lived in Itstic, they measure their happiness
problem.
and this country's strength and
No, but shouldn't the President dumps in a lot worse shape."
future on the basis of stuff?
"Well, what's he supposed to show leadership?
They're dangerous because of
"Oh, no. They're going to condo?"
"What's he supposed to do -criminal elements. Street gangs.
who. has the best 'nosition
sider
-borne work! doPe..p.u.shers,turf w.ia- -144..a1.4„l441-help Om
- the" preservation of wetfandS'."''
"I never understood what that That's what parents are for. We thing.
means. It sounds like tickling the don't elect presidents to tell kids:
"Then why don't they throw 'cm
Ah, I'm -glad to see that you recbottom of somebody's feet. But the .'You're grounded until you learn out and let decent people live in ognize the real issues and I realize
way I figure it, the way you stimu- long division.them?"
that you have just been pulling my
late the economy is to start diffeYou can't just throw them out. It leg.
Your heartlessness is appalling. I
rent kinds of *programs, right?"
gather, then, that you aren't con- must he done through the. due pro
"Uh-huh. And you called that
That's one way, yes. Public cerned about the growing problems cess of law and that takes lime. other guy a moonbeam?"
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Corn shipments to Soviet
Union begin again after coup
WIIN( ION (AP)- Private
ex p,,rters reported sales Monday of
I,;a, or 10 mctric tons of corn to the
'mon, the nation's first
,our,..liatse of U.S.. grain since
.oup last month, the
".;r.: Department said.
Is being purchasCd
Ion in credit guaran,..1 by President Bush
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Dairy farmers of this area w
I in - N-Firrav ITT
Annual Fall D...Het Mcnn
accordini2.
7.; .
made by 1),,
tor.. prcsiderd ol
Dairy Asso,- iat.,.::
Ke:
The meeting. set 1,,,r 7
will be held at the Sever.
Restaurant.
Featured activities of the
meeting include the election of a
district director, -selection of the
district dairy princess, a report
on the ADA-SUDIA Promotion
Program by Eric McClain, Regional Manager of American
Dairy Association of Kentucky
and a free dinner for dairy tarm
families. Door prizes will be
given away.
All dairy farm families are
urged to attend the meeting.

Hon is 2,205 pounds,
7 h„shels of wheat or 39,4
Lorn.
!,.n.trtrnent said Monday's
!,,,ed grains and protein
were worth $94.4
Pr.):ein concentrates'usual-,c,Ins soybean products, but
koi2er Runningen said

MeCt. Oct

are wcl
;ions. .
inan. 7 H,
,
departnAit
pensate for L
cash receit.lts
'
y.ear earlier- be.a.:Se
expected to de,lute 26
Total Iise.toik and dairy rcee;pi.
are expected -to slip ; percent iron,
the 1991) record, USDA said.

passed

Sales
Aneat and corn for
delivery to the Soviet Union for
this year now total 9.3 million tons,
of which wheat accounts for nearly
1.5 million tons and corn totals 7.8
million tons. In addition, sales of
soybeans total 538.700 tons and
soybean meal total 1.37 million
tons.
In authorizing the SI.5 billion in
credit guarantees in June, Bush
said S600 rnIllion would be available immed.ately. An additional
S500 miliion ,AaS to become available Oct. 1. but Bush said after the
coup that S315 of that would
become available. The final $400
million in credit guarantees is to
become available Feb. 1, 1992.
USDA also reported export sales
of 174.000 tons of wheat for delivery to Yemen during 1991-92.

Soil in urban gardens, yards
may contain high levels of lead
''ss( ION (AP)- Soil in
,rjcrs and yards May con, ,r,..1sly high levels of
Agriculture Depart:
says mixing com,,.)0.',ed sew aile sludge with the contantHraled soil may reduce the
•`,

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK AUCTION 1

Cbaney said he has found
UaL
ri recycled sludge is mixed
with contaminated soil, it "binds"
crids its absorption by

Cattle 365 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifers untes.ted.
Cows steady-1 higher. Bulls 2-3 lower, calves and vealers untested. Feeder steers and heifers 1-2 higher. Slaughter cO‘vs: cutter and boning
1-3 43.00-48.50, individual 52,00, cutter 1-2 40.50-41.40.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-2 97(1.-1260 lb. indicating 76-78 carcass
boning percent 52-54.25. Feeders: steers: medium and large No.
200-300 lb. 125-148 individual 160. 300-400 lb. 93.00-125.00. 400-500
lb. 84-96, 500-600 lb. 84-95, most 84-86. 600-700 lb. 8(1-82. medium No.
2200-30 lb. 100-111, 300-500 lb. 79-88. large No. 2 420 lb. 74. small
No. 1 300-400 lb. 73-74, 400-500 lb. 77-85. 500-600 lb. 78-83. feeder
bulls; small and medium No. 1-2 300-400 lb. 83-88. 400-5(X). lb. 82-88.
500-600 lb. 70-83, 600-7(X) lb. 75-88, 750 lb. 66.50.
Heifers: medium and few large No. I 20Q-300 lb. 106-115, 300-400 •lb.
88-99,400-500 lb. 81-85,500-600 lb. 72-77, 600-700 lb. 72-74. med.'unt.
No. 2 300-500 lb. 73-80. 500-600 lb. 70-75. small No. 1 300-500 16.
73-80.
Stock cows: large No. 1 505-575. medium No. 1 475 all with 4-6 year
and 2-7 month bred.

I ,:-e lowered leaduptake
a vegetable particularly
lo soil lead, by as much
as 64 percent compared with lettuce. grown in soil without cornposted sludge. Chaney said.
**This may be a rare opportunity
to have one waste product neutralize another problem,- he said
Monday. ''Of course. the sludge
used must have only low levels of
lead. cadmium and other metals.Chaney. ,o,ho works at a lab in
iicl:s‘ le. Md.. said. "It's ironic
beeause 1 h4ah the sludge research
concerned about the dangers of
lead and other metals in the sludge

itself. I never expected sludge
could make soil safer."
Before choosing a garden spot,
he said, urban vegetable gardeners
should have the soil tested. Don't
plant leafy vegetables - in which
lead tends to concentrate - in soil
that contains -500 or more parts per
million of lead.
If the soil has high lead levels.
all the topsoil could be replaced.
Short of that, Chaney suggested.
bind the lead in that soil with composted sludge. He said county
extension agents may have advice
on locating safe sludge.
Chaney said soil lead comes
from years of driving cars with
lead-based gasoline and painting
homes with lead-based paint. which
was banned in the Unita' States in
1978.
Over the years. paint chips can
fall on the ground or he pulverized
into airborne dust. This dust. along
with contaminated Lt-st from auto
exhausts, can settle' on the roofs
and exterior wails of homes that
were neker painted with lead-based
paint.

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

11111165
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188 NISSAN HARD BODY P.U.
Black, 5 speed, AM/FM
cassette, chrome wheels,
fat tires, good inexpensive pickup.
Cash Price $4,941
:42 mo,12 9 APR/Tax. Lic. Extra/0 A C

Nothing Down

147mo.
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ADVANTAGE:

Cain's*Al
CHRYSLERPLYIJOUTH•DODGE•JEEAEAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

Whoever said nothing in life is free,
obviously hadn't heard about
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
U.S. Meat Export Federation says a
worldwide campaign to -Stimulate
delfiand for U.S. beef is being well
received by foreign buyers as
domestic cattle prices continue to
hang below S70 per hundred
pounds.
"In virtually all markets,
were able to intensify trade contacts and promotions already under
way," said the group's president,
Phil Seng.
Seng said U.S. beef and veal
exports, including variety meats.
were up 21 percent in the first six
months of 1991 compared with the
same period a year earlier.
.The federation's steps to promote beef include a meeting with the
Korean Livestock Products Marketing Organization, a quasi governmental buying agency for
South Korean beef imports. The
federation also met with a team of
executive chefs in Denver twin
major South Korean toutist hotels
to discuss U.S. products and prlcing opportunities.
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•Chain Brake
.2 75 cubic inch 18' bar
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MURRAY TODAY
Tri-State play Wednesday

Gi1S011 WillS ill 17INCt7 1 1 t

Tee 6 - Karen Puckett, Imogene
Hulsey, Evelyn Jones and Venela
Sexton;
Tee 7 - Irene Woods, Sue Stone,
Bronda Parker and Nancy Rogers;
Tee 8 - Burlene Brewer, Laura Parker, Sue Lamb and Grace James;
Ti. 9A - Tonja Fike, Martha Farmer, Margaret Barriger and Susie
Golec;
Tee 98 - Betty Stewart, Della Miller,
Gen Tinkey and Maggie Bailey;
Tee 10 • Dot Hayes, Dot Simmons,
Norma Chapman and Rebecca Canter;
Ti. 12A - Ela donee, Barbara Alderdice, Edna Malone and Jean Mullins;
Tee 128 - Darlene Flint, Mary A.
Purcell, Ann Wooten and Betty Saxon;
Tee 13A - Elizabeth Brady, Toni Hopson, Marilyn Hopson and Joan Fowler;
Tee 138 • Marge Shytle, Jan Rowland, Ada Roberts and Shirley Wade;
Tee 14A - Polly Buchanan, Sue Jordan, Lula Bingham and Betty Scott;
Tee 148 - Judy Andrews, Jean
Pine, Shirley Morris and Herbie Sears;

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will be host to Tri-State Golf Tournament on Wednesday, Sept. 18, at
9 a.m.
There will be no regular golf
play because of the tournament.
Regular play will resume on Wednesday, Sept. 25.
The pairings for Wednesday are
as fpllows:
Tee 1A - Faye Brundige, Ruby Bennett, Linda McDade and Peggy Crews;
Tee 18 - Wanda Brown, Vicki Singleton, Wanda Mallinaz and Donna
Trogola;
Tee 3A - Ann Anderson, Jo Ann
Longton, Tillie Talmadege and Alice
Fisher,
Tee 38 - Robbie Danner, Pat Sniddy, Mary J. Park and Clara Weithaut;
Tee 4 - Dot Ramage, Monica Kim,
Rachel Ford and Peggy Conyer;
Tee 5A - Mary Bogard, Leta Taylor,
Mary Anderson and Betty Lowry;
Tee 58 • Inus Orr, Dot Dreher, Berry
Childers and Shirley Flood:

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Murray State University
Department of Nursing are offering a Newborn Symposium on Thursday,
Sept. 19, at MSU's Mason Hall Auditorium. The program is open to all
RNs, LPNs and other healthcare individuals interested in perinatal healthcare. The symposium, which will run from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. is approved
by the Kentucky Board of Nursing for seven contact hours of continuing
education. The program will focus on the special needs during an infant's
stay in an iniensive care nursery and subsequent discharge.

Donations needed for special home
Willow Apartments Group Home for the Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabled is looking for donations to help keep the facility running.
The home provides care for eight residents who do not require institutionalization, but could not function properly in an unsupervised environment. Lu
Ann West, an advocated for the home, said despite donations from United
Way, which gives about $3,000 annually, and other contributors, the home
needs additional support. The Graves County Homemakers Club will sponsor a yard, crafts and food sale on Oct. 5 and 6 to benefit the home.

(Cont'd on page.7)

Oaks' ladies plan golf, bridge
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Golf will be played at 9 a.m.
Country Club will be Wednesday. Players will be lined up at the tee.
Sept. 18.
The ladies' day luncheon for
Bridge with Jean Holloway as Wednesday has been cancelled
hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
because of Tri-State Golf Play at
Murray Country Club.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 11, have been released
by Joanne Honefanger, hostess, as
follows:
Medalist - Ada Sue Roberts;
First Flight - Debbie Rooker,
first, Sue Wells, second;
24-liour Program Information
Second Flight - Bonna Yates,
753-3314
,502i
first, Joanne Honefanger, second;
Third Flight - Sue Veazey, first,
Irma Tuck, second.

MSU Women's Society plans
Leslianne Nicole Gilson competed in the Dixieland Dolls & Darlings
National Pageant, Aug. 31 to Sept. 2. Being the youngest contestant
among 17 girls, she placed fourth alternate on the national level. She
also received second alternate in the formal wear division, prettiest
eyes, and first runner-up for sponsorship ticket sales. Leslianne's
greatest victory was being crowned a Darling USA Kentucky State
Queen which allows her to represent the state during crowning ceremonies for the Darling USA preliminary pageants. Leslianne is the
daughter of James and Teresa Gilson. She has a sister, Ashley.

CALENDAR
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759-4979

Self-Help/Support Group of the
Blind/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Masons/7:30
Accepted
p.m./Masonic Lodge.

A\\Y
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,00 H.FI KLLr''
GOLD LANCE CLASS RINGS ON SALE!

Boy Scout Troop 77 Adult
Committee/6:30 p.m./First Christian Church.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppets/8 p.m.

Factory Expert
In Our Store!

0
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t
4
$2, °Oak
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Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Murray Christian Women's Club
luncheon/12 noon/Seven Seas.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Coffee Break Tuesday

Amve
[lista
holds

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Sept. 17, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

A:

Overeaters on Wednesday
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Puryear Senior Citizen
Center/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Sept. 18, at

Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

_,quake
.

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/salad supper/6:30
p.m. at club house.

Murray Art Guild plans event

ri

Rho Chapter or Alpha Delta
Kappa/7 p.m./Golden Corral
Restaurant.

GED Tests/8 a.m./Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. Info/
762-6851.

1

753-9959

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic Church.
Tuesday, Sept. 17
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

Support Group for Parents of
Children with Disabilities/6:30
p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge.
Info/759-4559.

Murray Art Guild's regular monthly meeting will be Tuesday, Sept. 17, at
11:30 a.m. Persons are asked to note the earlier time. This meeting will be a
potluck luncheon at Dick Jackson's house at 403 North 10th St., Murray.
Each one should bring a dish. All members are urged to attend..

Shelby Mae Cook Born

Parents Anonymous6 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Daryl Cook of Rt. 5, Box 1002, Murray, are the
Info/753-0082.
parents of a daughter, Shelby Mae, weighing seven pounds five ounces,
Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon Sigma
'Alpha International/7 p.m./home of
Margaret Tcrhune.
Music Department .of _Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./salad
supper/club house.

measuring 201/2 inches, born on Sunday, Sept. 8, at 5:43 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Tamra Norsworthy
They have a son, Gregory Scott Cook. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
Cook, Rt. 6, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Norsworthy, Rt. 5, Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy and Mr. and Mts.
Pat Carraway, all of Murray. Great-great-grandparents are Luther Jones and
Mrs. Pauline Norsworthy, both of Murray. •

Auxiliary event on Wednesday

Wadesboro Homemakers ,Club/11
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.

The 10th anniversary meeting of the Auxiliary of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 10:30 a.m. in the third floor classroom at the hospital. Kathryn Kyle Glover will be interviewed by Joe Pat
Free blood pressure checks/12 Dorcas Sunday School Class/First James to recall the progression of volunteer duties as she has seen them
during her span of over 40 years at MCCH."The years have come and gone
noon- 2 p.m./Murray Seventh-Day Baptist Church/9 a.m. breakfast/ as
have many of our members. Many projects have been completed to betAdventist Church.
(Cont'd on page 7)
ter serve our patients, staff and visitors," an auxiliary member said. Approximately $211,000 has been contributed for tne major projects along. The
Lifeline program, Health Express, The Terrace and new furniture for patient
BIG KAHUNA HAIR HUT
rooms stand out as probably the greatest contributions, the auxiliary
Natural Colour Cosmetics
spokesperson added. A potluck salad luncheon will follow the meeting. The
Derived From
bread and drink will be furnished and a special anniversary cake will be
served for dessert. We want every member to make a special effort to be
Pure Plant and
present for the celebration. Please bring a friend with you as a prospective
member. Remember, we set our goal to double our membership. Many
Flower Essences
times, people just need to be asked. In-service volunteering is not required
FREE Facial & Make-Over to be an Auxiliary member," the auxiliary leader said.

39.99

Cato-Therm'' Perm
Reg. $45. Srrjo haircut
•
Long nair
..raps additional

Experience The Difference!

Sale price effective through
Saturday, September 21.

753-6435

JCPenne
Styling
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5

Sr-H-1T

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Sept. 17, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. This will be a
Show and Tell/Talent Show, coordinated by Jane Garland. All singers ared
invited and encouraged to share their talents, special momentoes or interesting artifacts. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single
adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

The book, Sketches of War written in 1862 by Charles C. Nott, has been
reprinted. Ills available only to those who reauested copies. For more information call Brown Tucker, 489-2467.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

1991, JCPenney Company. Inc

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Sept.
17, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Wed. Sept. 18
1:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

308 N. 12th St.

SALE

Bingo games Tuesday

Friendship/Hannah Circles of
First United Methodist Church
Women/8 p.m./church parlor.

SAVE UP TO /0 IN FREE OPTIONS!

Finley's
custom Riot s"' 10 Jewelers
%6404
a

Murray State University Women's Society will hold its annual fall salad
supper on Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 6:30 p.m. All Murray State University
women faculty, staff, wives, widows and retirees are invited to attend. The
supper will be held at the home of Molly Booth; therefore reservations would
be appreciated. They may be made by calling Rose Carpenter, 759-4556, or
Debbie Seay, 753-7727.

Sketches of War book republished

ONE
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No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

492-8876

fri

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat 9-5:30
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Multiple Sclerosis Group will meet
The Multiple Sclerosis Support Group, Paducah Chapter, will meet Monday, Sept. 16, at 7 p.m. in the H.E. Feezor Regional Radiation Therapy
Center, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. 'Diagnostic Services' will be
discussed by Pat Dowd. For more information call Charlotte Augustin° at
the hospital, 1-575-2195 or 1-443-8486.

Recovery to meet Tuesday
."Where the price and service,
makes the' pill easier to swallow."
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Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Visitation/10 a.m. and 6:30

M(

Singles' meeting Tuesday

ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS
Monday, Sept. 16
Professional Secretaries
International/5:30 p.m./Seven
Seas.
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Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 17, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday For
more information call 1-247-5469.
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Canasta play Wednesday
A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weaks Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 18 This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.
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Dowdy awarded Sigma Xi grant-in-aid
William (Buddy) P. Dowdy of
Kevil has been awarded a $350 Sigma
Xi grant-in-aid for research on his
senior honor thesis at Murray State
University, "A Spatial Distribution
Analysis of an Area of the Fort
Jefferson Research Project."
Dowdy is a senior geology major
and a member of the Murray State
Honors Program. He first heard of
Fort Jefferson from Dr. Kenneth C.
Carstens, professor in the Department
of Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work at MSU. For the past 10
years Carstens, has been collecting
background information on the

)K
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Clarksville site, located south of
Wickliffe Mounds, Murray State's
archaeological museum and research
facility in Ballard County. According
to Carstens, the project is "the first
time we have a legitimate archeological plan to go with the research."
What is Fort Jefferson? Dowdy
says it was established in 1780 by
George Rogers Clark under the instruction of Thomas Jefferson, then
governor of Virginia. He also notes
that when Fort Jefferson was cstablished, the community of Clarksville
was a 'part of Virginia. '

PAGE 7

Horstman 'resented with scholarshi

The "Spatial Distribution Analysis"
involves collecting the remnants and
analyzing them by computer and
other means. The results will show if
they truly are from the time of the
Revolutionary War.
The $350 Sigma Xi grant, accordDowdy, will help fund transing
) to
portation to,.and frorn the site. It may
also be used to purchase photograph
film for aerial shots of the site,
drafting equipment and various laboratory supplies used for analysis. Since
the estimated budget for the project is
S1,000, additional funding sources
will be sought, Dowdy said.

Morgan presented President's Fellozvship for fall

velopnning.
ionaliLu
United
home
sponhome.

51757--

Stephen C. Morgan of Paducah, a
1991 graduate of Murray State University with magna cum laude honors,
has been awarded a President's Fellowship to pursue doctoral studies at
Georgia Tech, beginning with the fall
quarter.
Morgan, who earned the B.S. degree in chemistry at Murray State, was
recognized by the Department of
Chemistry on Honors Day as the
Outstanding Senior with an Area in
Chemistry. He was also presented the
American Institute of Chemists
Foundation Award,
His parents are Henrietta and Ste-

phen Morgan Sr. of Paducah.
Notification of Morgan's selection
as a President's Fellow at Georgia
Tech was made in a letter signed
jointly by John P. Crecine, president,
and E. Kent Barefield, director of the
School of Chemistry and Biochemistry.
They wrote that the fellowships are
offered "only to graduate students
who can bring the highest level of
academic excellence, enthusiasm and
research potential to Tech's graduate
programs."
Combining the President's Fellowship with a Department Fellowship,

Morgan will receive $18,400 for the
first year and $16,400 per year for the
next three years, with all tuition and
fees waived, according to the letter of
notification.
The program of President's Fellowships was established by President
Joseph M. Pettit in 1973 to enhance
the scope and quality of Georgia
Tech's Ph.D. programs.
Selections are based on applications, transcripts, biographical
sketches, letters of recommendation,
standardized test scores and educational goals.

Amy Horstman, third left, accepts a check from Effie Vaughn, second right, for the annual scholarship
presented to a student studying horticulture or agriculture at Murray State University by Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. The presentation was made at the luncheon meeting of the department
held Thursday, Sept. 5 at the club house. Pictured at left are Amy's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lindell Horstman of Metropolis, Ill., and at right is Mary Rolley, a member of the Scholarship Committee with Mrs.
Vaughn and Blanche Allbritten. Hostesses for the luncheon were Mary Hopson, Mary Wells, Jane Lane.
Martha Farris, Ann Uddberg and Eva Morris.
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Amvets Auxiliary Post 45 won honorable mention for contents of its
History and Scrapbook at the national convention. Shirley Fowler
holds this award.

.ch on
d per-

Amvets Post wins honors
Amvets and Auxiliaries from all
50 states in the United States were
invited to attend the 46th national
convention held at Golt House,
Louisville, Aug. 10-17.
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and Texas
were the only states leading the
state of Tennessee in delegates and
voting strength which is determined by percent of membership.
Tennessee had 30 delegates.
Delegates attending from Post 45
at Paris Landing, Term., were Bonnie Scott, president; Shirley Fowler, treasurer; Dorothy Edwards,

18, at
5 p.m.
rsons.
alks of
over; comThere

been
infor-

Americanism chairman; Marcie
Tate, first lady; Angelene Gardner,
state auxiliary member of the year;
Lynnette Ward; and Gloria Green,
public relations officer.
Alternates were Shirley Critelle
and Jeri Willey.
The awards won by the state of
Tennessee were Membership
Department obtaining 10 per cent
increase or more; History and
Scrapbook Award, Post 45, first
place for most artistic cover and
honorable mention for contents and
also for Show and Tell award.

Kenlake Hotel.
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Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
Manor Community Room. Info/
759-9964.
Southwest Calloway Site Based
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(Cont'd from page 6)
Tee 15A - Margaret Schmidt, Lynda
Sandusky, Margaret Shuffett and Anna
M. Adams;
Tee 158 - Ruth Pace, Jane Waggoner, Rita LaNeave and Marty Hulen;
Tee 16A - Cheryl Honey, Joanne
Honefanger, Hazel Hill and Norma
Barlow;
Tee 16B - Kay Rottman, Mary L.
Margherio, Myrtle Sawyer and AUdia
Meuier;
Tee 17 - Mable Johnson, Effie
Wright, Sue Culpepper and Linda
Hendley;
Toe 18A - Alice Rothrock, Gerry Tilley, Bea Adkins and Mary A. Trieglaff;
Tee 188 - Jewell Myatt, Dot Beach,
Margaret Carrico and Rosie Gibson.
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Racer offense slides down Hill in 14-0 loss at WKU
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger II Times Sports Editor

Murray St. .
0 0 0 0-00
W. Kentucky
6 II 0 0-14
WKU-Thompson 9 run (kick blocked)
WKU-Haun 10 pass from Thompson
(Biggins pass from Thompson)
A-12,222

BOWLING GREEN - It was
lights out for the Murray State Racers Saturday night, as the punchless
IASU
WKU
Racers were dropped by a gritty First downs
10
17
Western Kentucky defense at Smith Rushes-yards
38-136 60-282
Passing
78
39
Stadium, 14-0.
Return Yards
2
42
Murray State's offense misfired Comp-An-int
9-31-0 3-9-0
more times than a broken pistol, Punts
9-37
8-37
Fumbles-Lost
and two games into the 1991 sea0-0
3-2
Penalties-Yards
4-44
8-87
son, the Racers are 0-2.
Time of Possession
"Their defense had some real
28:24 31:36
• • • •
good athletes and they just lined up
INDIVIDUAL
STATISTICS
and kicked our butts,' Racer coach
RUSHING-Murray St. McGowan
Mike Mahoney said. "We finally 9-74, Bland 13-65, Cox 3-2. W. Kentuckgot a couple of things straightened y, Echols 16-87, Sarver 10-86, Thomp18-50, Jackson 9-46.
out in the second half and moved sonPASSING
-Murray St., Lewis
the ball."
8-30-0-72. Proctor 1-1-6-0. W. Kentucky,
Thanks to the running of tailback Thompson 3-8-0-39, Browning 0-1.
RECEIVING-Murray St., Bland 2-9,
Waynec McGowan, the Racers
Redmond 2-34, Miller 1-14, Reynolds
twice moved inside the Western 40 1-10
W Kentucky, Haun 2-23, Sowerby
in the second half, but didn't come 1-16
up with any points. McGowan was
we have to learn to capitalize when
caught from behind on a 46-yard
run, and on fourth-and-goal from west down there," Mahoney said.
the six, MSU quarterback Tremain "We just weren't hungry enough.
Lewis was stood up on the goal Western wanted it more than we
did."
line.
A second drive moved to the
While the Racers moved the ball
Western 37 with five minutes left, enough in the second half to
but the Racer passing game stalled. threaten the Hilltoppers, the first
"We were down their twice in half Racer offense was downright
the second half and didn't score. scary. Murray totaled just 37 yards
Waynee's got to learn to score, and (Coned on page 9)
•
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Racers face
more questions

Murray State's Robert Sillimon closes in on Western quarterback Brian Browning during action Saturday
night in Western Kentucky's 14-0 win over the Racers at Smith Stadium in Bowling Green.

Tigers take Pepsi
title from Central

Braves take
show, lead
on road trip

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

By The Associated Press
After a big success at home, the
Atlanta Braves are taking their
first-place show on the road.
Atlanta beat Los Angeles 9-1
Sunday to take a 1/
1 2 -game lead
over the Dodgers. in the NL West.
The Braves start a seven-game trip
tonight in San Francisco and play
three more against Los Angeles
next weekend at Dodger Stadium.
, After Friday's 5-2 loss to the
Dodgers, some suggested the
young Braves might be feeling the
pressure against the baffle-tested
Dodgers. But Atlanta overcame an
early deficit on Saturday to beat
Los Angeles 3-2 in 11 innings.
"There was a lot of pressure this
weekend, so it was nice to be able
to relax and enjoy the game,"
Atlanta's Terry Pendleton said.
Despite losing the last two, the
Dodgers returned home with a 7-4
road trip to play their final 18 Murray's Chris Bailey heads up field during Murray's 3-1 win over
games in California, 13 of those at Evansville Bosse in the semifinals of the Pepsi Invitational Saturday.
home, the others at San Francisco
and San Diego. The Braves, who
have won nine of 10, have 19
games remaining.
"They beat us solidly, so all we
can do is-go home and start over,"
Los Angeles center fielder Brett
than that," Redskins coach Joe
By The Associated Press
Butler said.
Gibbs said.
The Braves took care of things
they can
A change of cities hasn't had the Cardinals, certainly handle the
from the Start against Ramon Marslightest effect on the Redskins- 33 games winning 28 of the last
tinez (16-11) as Sid Bream highCardinals series. Washington domi- including sixbetween the clubs,
lighted a five-run first inning with
of seven since the
nated when the Cards were based Birds flew to Phoenix
his second grand slam of the
before the
in St. Louis and does so now with 1988 season.
season. ,
Phoenix.
in
the team
'They're all nice, but this one
In other games, it was Chicago
So forget all that stuff that hap- 20, the New York
probably came at a good time,'
Giants 17;
pened the first two weeks of the Detroit 17,
said Bream, who has been plagued
Miami
13;
Pittsburgh
season, when the Cardinals were 20, New
with an ailing right knee much of
England
6;
Philadelphia
beating up on people. Reality set in 24,
the season. "It's been a long time
Dallas 0; Green Bay 15, Tampa
on Sunday for the guys with red
since I've been able to help the
Bay
13; Minnesota 17, San Franwings on their helmets.
team."
cisco
14; Cleveland 14, Cincinnati
Washington 34, Phoenix 0.
Steve Avery (16-8) pitched a
13;
Atlanta
13, San Diego 10; the
"For us to match with the Skins,
four-hitter and had a shutout going
Los Angeles Raiders 16, Indianaan
error-free
we
have
to
play
game,
until Stan Javier's RBI single in
polis 0; Denver 16, Seattle 10; Bufand we didn't," Phoenix coach Joe falo
the ninth inning.
23, the New York Jets 20 and
Bugcl said.
"With a 5-0 lead, you have to
New
Orleans 24, the Los Angeles
The Cardinals had forced 13 turbeat yourself to lose a game like
Rams
7.
novers in beating the Los Angeles
that," Avery said.
Kansas
City is at Houston MonRams and Philadelphia Eagles.
Avery allowed a leadoff single
day
night.
to Butler in the first inning before -71hey added two against Washing- Beers 20, Giants 17 At Chicago, Neal
ton but gave up four, including a Anderson ran 42 yards for the go-ahead
retiring the next 15 batters in order,
pass interception that Wilber Mar- touchdown with 64 minutes left and Wila streak that ended when David
liam "The Refrigerator" Perry blocked
returned for a touchdown.
shall
Justice dropped Jose Offerman's
Matt Bahr's 35-yard field goal with 15
wins,
nothing
more seconds to play
"It's three
fly ball in right field for an error.
"What's the weekend mean?"
Pendleton said, repeating a question. "All it means is we moved up
a game."
Elsewhere in the NL it was PhiBy The Associated Press
ladelphia 8, Pittsburgh 3; Cincinnati 10, Houston 0; St. Louis 7,
Herb Deromedi had no doubt. For Central Michigan, this was the bigNew York 2; Montreal 6, Chicago
gest and the best.
5 in 10 innings; and San Francisco
"1 wasn't around in the 1900s, but I think it has got to be the biggest
7. San Diego 2.
victory
in our history," the Chippewas' coach said after Saturday's 20-3
• • • •
then-No. 18 Michigan State.
win
over
In the American League, Boston
it counts so much for the school and it counts a lot for our
"I
think
cut Toronto's lead to 3I/2 games.
said.
Deromedi
-program,with a 5-4 victory in New York,
Smith ran for 162 yards on 40 carries, scoring on a 15-yard run
Billy
while Oakland downed the Blue
with 52 seconds left in the first half to give Central Michigan a 7-0 lead.
Jays 10-5. Texas topped Minnesota
Bender and wide receiver Ken Ealy teamed for a 57-yard scoring
Jeff
4-2. Chicago beat California 4-2,
and Chuck Selinger kicked field goals. of 22 and 32 yards.
pass,
Detroit defeated Milwaukee 5-3,
"He's
a great running back. He's strong, he's tough, durable, and he's
Seattle trounced Kansas City 14-7
of
the
few backs that's ever gained that much yardage against us,"
one
and Baltimore defeated Cleveland
Spartans
coach
George Perles said. "It was a lousy game for us and a
4-3.

Murray High and Calloway
County's soccer coaches were in
good moods this weekend, as each
picked up keys wins on Saturday.
Murray, more accurately, picked
up two big wins in their own Pepsi
Invitational soccer tournament at
Ty Holland Stadium. For the first
time in the three year history of the
Invitational, the Tigers took the top
prize.
"It was a good all-around team
effort that won the tournament,"
said Tiger coach James Weatherly.
"It was very hot, but our guys played very well."
The Tigers beat Evansville (Ind.)
Bosse in the semifinals and then
defeated Cape Central, of Cape
Girardeau, Mo. in the finals.
Murray's senior captains Aaron
Whitaker and Chris Bailey scored
all -but one of the Tigers' seven
goals on the day, with each tallying
three goals. Bailey also had three
assists and Whitaker added two.

After beating Bosse 3-1 in the
first game, the Tigers met Cape
Central in the finals. Murray took
advantage of a sterling first half to
down the Tigers 4-2.
"The two halves were like night
and day," said Tiger coach James
Weatherly. "We came out and
played a strong first half and got
up 4-0. But we came out in the second half without intensity and they
scored early on a penalty kick."
Junior midfielder Russ Adkins
got the first goal for the Tigers,
sticking in a loose ball off of a
long throw in from Bailey. Whitaker scored to put Murray up 2-0
with an assist from defenseman
Derek Plummer.
Whitaker scored a little later to
put Murray up 3-0, and again, it
was Bailey's long throw in that
allowed Whitaker to head the ball
past the Cape goalkeeper.
Bailey scored his only goal of
the game to put Murray up 4-0
when he outran the Cape defense to
track down a Roman Shapla pass
(Coned on page 9)

Redskins still dominate Cardinals,win 34-0
Lions 17, Dolphins 13: At Detroit, Ray
Crockett batted down Dan Marino's
fourth-down pass in the end zone with
about three minutes left, allowing the
Lions (2-1) to spoil the quarterback's
30th birthday and prevent Dolphins
coach Don Shula'a 300th NFL coaching
win.
Steelers 20, Patriots 6 Bubby Brister
broke a tie with a 32-yard completion to
Eric Green early in the fourth quarter at
Pittsburgh. The Steelers (2-1) made it
20-6 when punter Bryan Wagner kicked
the ball into his own blocker and Pittsburgh's Ernie Mills recovered in the end
zone for a touchdown.
Eagles 24, Cowboys 0: Jim McMahon
threw for two touchdowns at Irving, Texas. and the Philadelphia defense beat on
Dallas' Troy Aikman all day. Packers 15, Buccaneers 13: Don Maikowski, the target of the boo birds at
Green Bay, led two late scoring drives as
the Packers finally won a game.
Vikings 17, 49ers 14. Anthony Carter
turned a short pass from Wade Wilson
into a 46-yard touchdown and another
Carter reception, this to the 1, set up
Herschel Walker's go-ahead TO at the
Metrodome The 49ers have lost two of
three games with Steve Young at quarterback in place of injured Joe Montana.
Browns 14, Bengals 13 Matt Stover's
fourth field goal, a 45-yarder with four
seconds left, gave the Browns a win at
home.

Falcons 13, Chargers 10. Chris Miller
threw a 14-yard touchdown pass to Mike
Pritchard and Norm Johnson kicked two
field goals as the Falcons won a game at
San Diego matching winless teams.
Raiders 16, Colts 0: At Los Angeles, Jay
Schroeder passed for 181 yards and a
touchdown. Indianapolis (0-3) has scored
Only one TD and just 13 points in three
games. .
Broncos 16, Seshawks 10: John lway
threw a 61-yard TO pass to Ricky Naniel
and David Treadwell kicked three field
goals at Denver. Seattle rallied on John
Kasay's 28-yard field goal and Jeff
Kemp's TO pass to Brian Blades, but
Denver's defense finally settled it by forcing four incompletions after Seattle got
within 14 yards of a winning TD.
Bills 23, Jets 20: Jim Kelly threw a
15-yard scoring pass to Thurman Thomas with four minutes left as Buffalo
remained unbeaten. The Jets (1-2) dominated for much of the game at the New
Jersey Meadowlands and had a chance
to tie it at the end, but Pat Leahy missed
a 51-yard field goal with 23 seconds to
go.
Saints 24, Rams 7: At New Orleans,
Craig Heyward ran for two TDs, Dalton
Hilliard added one and Morten Andersen
kicked a field as the Saints went to 3-0
for the first time their 25-year history
New Orleans limited the Rams (1-2) to
Jerry Gray's 59-yard interception return
for a touchdown

Central Michigan upsets Michigan State
great game for Central Michigan. They played as well as they probably
can play, which was good enough to beat us."
Michigan State, which plays Notre Dame next, avoided a shutout with
Jim DelVerne's 45-yard field goal in the third quarter.
"We're embarrassed and we have to live with it," Perles said. "Thank
God we have an opportunity to redeem ourselves next week."
In Top 25 games, No. 1 Florida State beat Western Michigan 58-0, No.
3 Michigan beat No. 11 Notre Dame 24-14, No. 5 Florida beat Alabama
35-0, No. 6 Tennessee beat UCLA 30-16, No. 7 Oklahoma beat North
Texas 40-2, No. 9 Nebraska beat Colorado State 71-14, No, 10 Iowa beat
Iowa State 29-10; No. 22 Southern Cal beat No. 12 Penn State 21-10, No.
13 Auburn beat Mississippi 23-13, No. 14 Baylor beat No. 19 Colorado
16-14, No. 15 Texas A&M beat Louisiana State 45-7, No. 16 Ohio State
beat Louisville 23-15, No. 17 Georgia Tech beat Boston College 30-14,
No. 18 Syracuse beat Maryland 31-17, No. 20 Pittsburgh beat Temple
26-7, Np. 23 Mississippi State beat Tulane 48-0 and No. 24 California
beat Purdue 42-18.
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Just like Clarence Thomas,
the Murray State Racers gave
no answers on the Hill Saturday
- just more questions.
The Racers debuted their Avis
defense, but the offense was
grounded by the blitz of Western Kentucky.
Murray fell to 0-2, but the
defense which had cost the
Racers a 31-27 contest to
Southern Illinois in the opener,
kept the Hilltoppers in check
Saturday night.
The Racer offense, which was
brilliant in the loss to Southern,
struggled from the outset against
the Toppers.
"We started out doing a lot
of things that we didn't do last
week," Racer coach Mike Mahoney said. "We had a holding
penalty early, after Tim Bland
ran for a first down and we
didn't get the first down and
got put in a second and long
situation. And we're just not
sophisticated in our passing
game yet to get out of those
situations."
On the second play of the
game, Murray's Tim Bland
scooted right on the toss sweep,
for a long gain that was
brought back on a holding
penalty, putting the Racers in a
hole they spent much of the
first half trying to get out of
in a defensive struggle.
While the Racer offense was
disappointing, Mahoney was
much more upset with the lack
of effort from the Racers who he felt were satisfied with
the loss to Southern.
"I was afraid of it when I
looked in their faces Saturday
night," he said. "Everbody was
real nice to them. The fans
were real nice to them, the
media was real nice to them,
the TV people were patting
them on the back. And they
starting believing it wasn't bad.
We should have won the game.
We wtre a little too satisfecl
with ourselves."
Two games into the 1991
season, the question is: Will
this team turn it around, Or Will
it take a nose-dive like last
year's team?
If the play of the defense
Saturday night is any measuring
stick, the answer is a turnaround. After giving up 31
points to Southern, the Racers
held Western to 14. And ask a
Racer defender what the difference was and you got an
answer about hard work.
"We just worked hard,"
defensive tackle Steve Rokusek
said. "We did a lot better job
of reading our keys and doing
what we were supposed to. We
don't like to lose, and I don't
plan on losing anymore."
Unfortunately, spending as
much time on the field as the
Racer defense did took its toll
in the 90-degree heat. Linebackers Jimmy Stratton and Melvin
Aldridge were both injured,
white defensive end Joe Lepsis
also injured a knee.
Meanwhile, Western was
doing a lot of things the Racers
like to do defensively (blitzing),
and stuffed the Racer ground
game.
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Western's Brian Sowerby, who
starred at Murray High, made a
big 16-yard grab against the
Racers.
"I'm having a lot of fun up
here," Sowerby, who had been
hurt in pre-season and missed
the Toppers opener with Austin
Peay. "I really was fired up
against Murray State. I wanted
to show them they should have
recruited me."
So fired up in fact he got a
15-yard unsportsmanlike conduct
penalty.
"He made a nice catch, didn't
he?" Hilltopper coach Jack Harbaugh said. "He had the catch,
and got a penalty, so obviously,
he was ready to play. We're
happy with the way he's
pleased, and obviously he's
going to get a lot better."
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Actions& Reactions
TRIATHLON
Seven Murray State faculty and former students competed in the Coors Pure Water
2,000 triathlon, Saturday at the Trail of Tears State Park in Cape Girardeau, Mo. Competitors swam one-hall mile, biked 15 miles and ran 4 miles in Saturday's heat. Barry
Knight was third overall, as well as the winner of the men's 25-29 age group with a
time of one hour, 18 minutes and 46 seconds. Tim Jones, won the men's 35-39 age
group in a time of 119, while his wife, Laura Jones, took first in the women's 25-29
with a 1:54.
Joe Shane competed in the 40-45 age group and came in with a 1:53.50 time. Dick
Barry took first in the 50-55 age group with a 1:35.14 and Carl Mowery finished second in the age group with a 119.37. Adam Lanning finished second in the 60 and
Over, completing the course in 153.25.
•

BASKETBALL
LANSING, Mich.- Magic Johnson and Earfettle "Cookie" Kelly were wed-Saturday
before a slightly larger crowd than expected_ The couple were surrounded by 3,000
cheering fans when they left the small Union Missionary Baptist Church, not far from
where the Los Angeles Lakers guard entertained high school and Michigan State University basketball fans in the 1970s. Johnson and Kelly, both 32, met while they were
students at Michigan State in 1977.

TENNIS
IRVING, Texas - Andre Agassi defeated Jim Courier 6-1, 6-4 in the final of the
Irving Classic exhibition tournament Sunday. Agassi and Courier will play singles for
the United States next week in the Davis Cup semifinal match against Germany in
Kansas City, Mo.
BRASILIA, Brazil - Eleventh-seeded Andres Gomez of Ecuador upset fifth-seeded
Javier Sanchez of Spain 6-4, 3-6, 6-3 in the final of the Philips Open on Sunday.
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Murray State's Evan Beck watches a putt during play Saturday at the
MSU/McDonald's Intercollegiate Tournament at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
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squad to its first win of the season,
(Cont'd from page 8)
a 4-3 win over Fort Campbell.
and rip the ball past the keeper.
The varsity will try to make it
Cape responded with two goals two in a row, Tuesday night, when
in the second half, but the Tiger they host Paducah Tilghman.
defense, led by Plummer and Tho• • • •
mas Daniels, helped secure the
GOLF
win.
Murray
High Tiger golf
The
Murray's 3-1 win over Bosse
team
County Patwon
the
Massac
marked the return of senior goalkriot
Invitational
on
Saturday,
besteeper Michael Lovett. Lovett, having a field of teams from Kentucky
ing been out since the preseason, and Illinois.
came up with three saves in the
The Tigers fired a 310, two
second half. Senior Hal Nance had
strokes better than the host Pattwo saves in the first half, shutting riots. Tilghman finished third with
out Bosse.
a 321. Murray rallied over the final
Whitaker and Bailey hooked up nine holes.
on the first goal of the game, as
Adam Grogan, the only Tiger
Whitaker was at the end of anhther,, who had played the course at the
Bailey throw in. Bailey scored the Massac Country Club, fired a 72 to
next goal to put Murray up 2-0 at
lead the Tigers and finish fourth in
half when he ,broke behind the
the tournament that was won by
defense and ran down a David
Aaron Wright of Anna-Jonesboro.
Gressler pass.
Jeremiah Rayburn had a 78 for
Bailey scored on another breakathe Tigers, while Todd Thomas and
way in the second half to answer a Clay Bolin fired 80s. Ryan HaverBosse goal and put Murray up for stock shot an 84, while David
good, 3-1. Whitaker was given the
Greene shot an 87.
assist.
••••
Murray, now 6-0-1, must put
Murray State's Dirk Brinker birSaturday's play behind it and get died the second hole of a playoff to
ready for Tuesday's encounter at down Jay Davis of Louisville for
rival Marshall County.
the individual title at the MSU/
Calloway evened their record at
McDonald's Intercollegiate at Mill3-3 _with a come-from-behind vicer
Memorial Golf Course Saturday.
tory at Fort Campbell Saturday
Brinlcer's 213 won the
While
night.
crown, the Racers had to
individual
Two goals from Seth Arant put
settle for fifth in the team competiCalloway up 2-0 at half, but the
tion. Ryan Simon shot a 224 for
Falcons responded with two in the
the Racers, while Price Coakley
second to tie the game at 2-2.
shot a 228, Evan Beck fired a 229
With just under four minutes to
and Brian Henson had a 236.
play, sophomore Jesse Arant made
Louisville won the team competa long cross to senior Matt Imes, ition with a 878.
who found the back of the net for
the game winner.
"We looked awfully strong in the
first half," said Laker coach Bill
Miller. "I wouldn't say we domiSULLIVAN'S
nated, but we caught them by
3 GOLF &
surprise.
"They (his players) really
SPORTS CENTER
showed some courage by coming
back, and then not letting them
score to tie the game," he added.
Par 3 Golf Course., 3.00
In junior varsity play, Brandon
Lucas and Beau Jones each scored
Golf Carts
3.00
a pair of goals to lead the Laker JV
Lighted Driving
Range
2.00
7 Years iterience
Miniature Golf
1.75
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
50c
New or Repak
Lessons By Appointment
FREE ESTIMATES
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Rt. 1, Box I26A
753-1152
Hazel, Ky
MURRAY, KY
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(502) 492-8358

EKU welcomes SEMO
to OVC with thrashing
01110 Valley Centimes
Conference
Aglaia*
WIT Os OP W LT Pis OP
Mid. Tenn.
00 42
1 00 42 6
E. *Micky
0046
1 1 0 63 31
Amin Petry
00 0
1 1 0 35 35
Slotehood
00 0
0 2 0 25 122
MURRAY ST.
00 0
0 2 0 27 45
Tenn.Tech
00 0
0 20 28 70
SE Wean
10 7 4 0 3 0 63 113
Tenn St
10 64 0 3 0 32 93

James Johnson rushed for 110
yards and scored twice while Ricky
Jordan passed for a pair of scores
to lead Jackson State.
Southern Illinois' Mike Dopud
scored from 4 yards out for the
deciding points as the Salukis rallied from a 17-0 deficit to defeat
Austin Peay (1-1).
The Governors scored on Steve
Munnell's 23-yard field goal, a
16-yard run by Reggile Williams
and a 29-yard interception return
by Darius Willis.
Ohio University's Tim Curtis
gained 143 yards on 24 carries and
scored twice to lead the Bobcats
(1-0-1) past Tennessee Tech (0-2).
The Bobcats built a 28-0 lead
before a 79-yard punt return and a
3-yard run by Anthony Carano
pulled Tech within 28-14 late in
the game.
Michael Payton threw two firstquarter touchdown passes and ran
for another score as Marshall
ripped Morehead State (0-2).
The Thundering Herd set the
stage for the contest in the first
quarter, rolling up 155 total yards,
while holding Morehead State to
minus 8 yards.
The loss was the second-worst in
Morehead State history. The Eagles
lost by a 77-0 margin in 1927 to
Morris Harvey College, now
known as the University of
Charleston.

Racer offense ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
in total offense in the first two
quarters, and had just two first
downs, the first coming with 4:24
left in the half, and the other coming at the end of the half.
That poor offensive performance
enabled Western to win a battle of
field position early, with WKU
quarterback Eddie Thompson scoring on a nine-yard TD run with
5:54 left in the first quarter. Murray's Steve Rokusek blocked the
PAT attempt and Western led 6-0.
Racer linebacker Robert Sillimon
popped Thompson on a blind-side
blitz early in the second quarter,
forcing a fumble which Martin
Diehl recovered for the Racers and
carried to the Western 31.
But Chris Sypho was dropped
for a one-yard loss, and Lewis,
who was hampered all night by a
heavy rush, tossed two incompletions, and kicker Chris Dill's
48-yard field goal attempt was
blocked.
Western took advantage of Murray's missed opportunity, and
behind the running of tailback Davion Sharver marched down the
field. Thompson tossed a nice
10-yard strike to Dwayne Haun for
the Hilltopper touchdown, and
found tight end Milton Biggins for
a two-point PAT, which completed
the scoring for the evening.
"Our defense was fantastic,"
Western coach Jack Harbaugh said.
"You have to give Coach Mahoney
a lot of credit for making the
adjustments they made at
halftime."
"We executed a lot better,"
Mahoney said. "We got the toss
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''See me Iota!!your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance carpool's
Horne °Ilk': Bloorrington, tllInol,

By The Associated Press
Instead of shaking in their boots,
teams appear to be licking their
chops when they see an Ohio Valley Conference opponent scheduled
for the weekend.
The Division I-AA league has
won only once in 13 outings outside the league during the young
season, including an 0-5 record
during the past weekend.
Eastern Kentucky didn't put out
the glad hand in welcoming Southeast Missouri to the OVC. Instead,
the Colonels introduced the Indians
to conference play with a 49-7
thrashing.
The Colonels (1-0, 1-1) were
quick to show the Indians they take
no prisoners in league play, especially when Eastern, which dropped
its opener to Louisville, is looking
to improve on its No. 5 national
ranking.
Western Kentucky topped Murray State 14-9, Jackson State
defeated Tennessee State 41-19,
Austin Peay fell 21-17 to Southern
Illinois, Ohio University cruised
past Tennessee Tech 35-14 and
Morehead was swamped 70-11 by
Marshall.
Middle Tennessee had the
weekend off.
Tim Lester and Markus Thomas
each rushed for two touchdowns as
Eastern Kentucky routed Southeast
Missouri (0-3).
The Colonels, who have won the
OVC championship in eight of the
last 10 seasons, led 49-0 before the
Indians were able to score late in
the fourth quarter. Tennessee State (0-3) built a
13-7 lead in the first two quarters
but then saw Jackson State (1-1)
score 34 points in the final 30
minutes to take the victory.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1991

sweep going and did a good job of
running the ball outside. We ran
the ball well, we just threw it too
much...lt really hurts when you
don't score. And our defense gave
us good field position twice."
The Racer defense, which surrendered 31 points in an opening
loss to Southern Illinois, played
much better Saturday.
"If somebody would have told
me that they were only going to
score 14, I would have said we
would have won.," Mahoney said.
"But it's a team effort. The offense
has got to take the ball and move
it, and the defense has got to stuff
them."
"We worked a lot harder defensively," linebacker Sillimon said.
"Everyone wanted a shut out. We
just didn't get it. We'll be all right.
Everyone's just got to keep their
heads up, and not let up."
Lewis was a poor 8-30 for 72
yards throwing. Although he was
sacked just twice, he was under a
heavy rush most of the evening.
McGowan led the Racers with
74 yards on the ground on nine carries, while Tim Bland carried for
65 yards on 13 carries.
"They were blitzing a lot more
than we expected," McGowan said.
"We just couldn't get the running
game going to open up our
offense."
Roscoe Echols rushed for 87
yards for the Toppers, while Dayion Sarver carried for 86, as Westem's offense was almost entirely
on the ground.
The Racers will host Eastern Illinois Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium.

Save Thousands of Dollars
on '91 Mazda Program Cars 14%0
Several Units just arrived More on the way - 626's Protoge's - 323's.
Low miles - Factory

Warranty - '91 Mazda cars At used car prices.

Carroll Mazda
800 Chestnut St" 502-753-8850
Murray, Kentucky

mazoa

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Seat*
San Diego

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pot. GM
Toronto
81 63 .583 Boston
77 66 .538 VA
75 68
Detroit
524
VA
67 74
lalwaulise
475 12'/,
Now York
61 61
430 19
Banimore
60 63
420 20'A
Cleveland
47 05
331 23
West Division
W
I ht. GM
SAnnissota
597 86 58
Chicago
79 66 .545 77.
Texas
76 66
535 9
Oakland
76 MI
526 .10
Kansas City
72 70 .507 13
Settee
72 70 .507 13
Calton*
71
72 .497 14%
Saturday's Gent*
Nov Yotk 3, Boston
Toronto 6. Ositiend 0
Caffonia 3. Chicago 2. 10 14114095
Texts 3, Mnnssosa 0
Cleveland 6, BaMmore 5, 11 innings
Dann 6. MINtaukate 4
Sean* 4, Kansas City 3. 11 irtrings
Sunday's Games
Baltirrors 4, Clevektnd 3
Oakland 10, Toronto 5
Seattle 14. Kansas City 7
Milwaukee 5. Detroit 3
Tens 4. 'Annotate 2
Clesego 0. -Ceifornie 2
Boston 5. New Yon 4
Monday's Germs
Minaukse (August 9-7) at New York (Taylor 7-9).
630 p.m
Baltimore (Mussina 3-4) at Boston (Bolen 8-7).
635 pm
Kansan City (Gutocza 8-9) at Mnnssota (Tapani
14-8), 705 p.m.
Toronto (Key 15-10) at Seattle (Holman 13-13).
9:05 p.m
Only garrets scheduled
Tuesday's Gun*
Miwaukos(Bolo 11-10) at New York (Perez 1-3).
6 30 p.m
Baltimore(Mesa 5-10) at Boston (Morton 5-3). 6:35
p.m
Dation (Terrell 12.10) at Cireeland (Jones 2-7).
6 35. p m
°gland (Darling 3-3) at Chicago (Hibbard 9-10).
705 p.m.
Kansas Cm (Saberhatien 10-8) at Minnesota (Morns 16-11), 705 pm
California (Leos 1-51 at Texas (Benetton 3-2). 735
p m.
Toronto (Guzman 7-2) at Sew* (Henson 6-7).
9-35 p.m.
NATIONAL *LEAGUE
Ernst Division
W L
Pet
GB
Pittsburgh
65 58
594 St. LAM
75 67
526 97,
Chicago
70 73
490 15
New York
69 74
483 16
Phladetonia
469 18
6.7 76
Worse!
63 79
444 214
West Division
W L
Pet.
GO
Atlanta
82 61 .573 Los Angina
81 63
563
73 71
San Dino
507 97,
Cinonnati
70 73
493 12
San F ranosco
455 17
65 78
Houston
58 85
406 24
Saturday's Games
Atlanta 3, Los Angeles 2. 11 innings
San Diego 3 San Franosco 1
Houston 7, CincInnati 3
Pittsburgh 5, Phitadelphia 3
St Lass 2. New York 1
Chicago 7. Montreal 5, 10 innngs
Sunday's Gann*
Philadelphia 8. PtItsburgh 3
Mama 9, Los &igen* 1
Cincinnal 10, Houston 0
St. talk 7, New Yolk 2
Morass! 6, Chicago 5. 10 innings
San Francisco 7, -&xl Digo 2
Monday's Garnets
St Louis (HIII 8-9) at Philadelphia (DsJesus 10-5).
1:35 p.m.
Chicago (F.Castillo 6-4) at Pittsburgh (2 Smith
4-10), 6:35 pm.
Houston (Hemisch 9-9) at San Diego (G Hams
j-5), 906 p.m
Atlanta (Wordier 5-3) at San Franosco (tackerson
2-1). 905 p.m.
Cincinnati (Scudder 5-7) at Los Angelis(Hon.*,
6-2). 9-35 p m.
Only games schodukkl
Tuesday's Game*
IA:intros!(Haney 3-4 and Nabholz 5-7) at New York
(Young 2-1 and Castillo 2-1), 410 p.m
St Lass (Tatikabury 9-11) at Pinsdebnis (Brantley 0-1), 6:35 p.m.
Chicago (Bieliedil 13-9) at Pittsburgh (Drabs*
13-13), 6,35 p.m.
Houston (Kile 74) at San Diego (Hurst 15-7). 905
pm.
Cinonnatl (Browning 14-10) n Los Angeles (01093
10-8). 935 pm.
Atlanta (Leibrandt 15-11) at San Franosco (Bieck
10-15), 95 p.m
.

Pro Football
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
0
oo
l7
W I. T 1 P
3 0
Buti
miai lici
113 61
1
2
22
3'4
2
333
1
New England
2
1
KY Jets
13
000
0
3
Indianapois
Central
77
1
000
0
2
Houston
2 1
667 110
Plneturgh
667 48
2 1
000 14
rl
°
C11not
.4 4ia
West
2 1
Dower
7 4
79
4
66
667
2 1
LA Rados
I
50014
1
Kansas City

Pet
56
56
47
49
24
78
39
99
60
4°
2it

1
2 0
333 54 56
0 3 0 .000 44 73
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Era
W

I. T Pct. PF PA
3 0
1 000 112 31
2 1
867 54 29
2 1
417 50 511
1
2
.333 57 71
1
2
333 46 53
C•rwel
3 0
Chicago
1.000 51 43
Dant
2 1
.167 40 72
Marresoto
2 1
067 43 43
Orson Bay
1
2
3256.
Tamps Bay
0 3
.000 46 52
Weal
Not Orisons
3 0
1.000 66 41
1
2
Allants
333 35 44
LA hos
1
2
333 40 61
San Francisco
1
2
333 62 47
Sunday's Geowe
Detroit 17, Marri 13
Pitabsgh 20. New Engler.] 6
Chop 20, New Vogt GianIs 17
Pelphia 24, Dales 0
Washington 34. Phoenix 0
Groan Bay IS. Tampa Bay 13
lAnnesota 17. San Frandsco 14
Cleveland 14, Cincinnati 13
Dow 16, Soettle 10
Atlanta 13, San Diego 10
Buffalo 23, New rat Jets 20
Los Angelo Raiders 16, Indienapois 0
New Ofl.aris 24. Los Angelo Rams 7
Mondays 17ante
Kansas City at Houston, 6 pm
141114i•y. kit. IS
Cleveland at Nevi Yon Giants. moan
Detroit at indianspolis noon
Green Bay at Mani, noon.
Washington at Cincinnati, noon
Houston at New England, noon.
Lc* Angeles Maiden' at Atlanta, noon
SInnonota at Now Onions, noon
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia. noon
San Diego a Denver, 3 p.m
Los Angeiss Rains at San Francisco. 3 p.m
Soares at Kansas City, 3 pm
Buftalo at Tampa Bay, 3 p it
Dallas at Phoenix, 7 p.m
Monday. lot 23
New Yon Jets at Chicago. 8 pm
Washington
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Dal
N.Y Glints

College Football
How thsko 25 Nemo In the Associated Press' colI496 locte poN tared Sawrary.
1. Florida Sas(3-0) beat Weston Michigan 58-0
Next at No. 3 l&chigan, Sept 211.
2. Mane (2-0) did not ploy. Nod at Tubs. Sept
29.
3, Lac111:(2-0 _bad No. 7 NW* Dame 24-14
Next vs.
1 Florida State, Sept 25.
4. Washington (1-0) Id not play. Next: a No. 13
Nebraska. Saturday.
S. Penn State (2-1) lost to Southern Cl 21-10.
Next vs BrIghon Young, Saturday.
6. Fiend.(2-0) beat No. 16 Alabama 35-0. Next: at
No. 22 Syroaww, Santo.
7 Notre Dams (1-1) lost to No. 3=1 24-14.
Next vs. No. 18 Michigan Stalk
8. Clorox' (1-0) did not play. Non: vs Temple,
Saturday.
0 Mahon (I -0) beat North Texas 40-2. Neat va.
Utah State. Saturday
10. Houston (1-1) Id net pay. Neat: a lend&
5441.41ri.
11 Tennessee (2-0) beet No. 21 UCLA 30-16.
Next vs. No. 25 thenoipta Slats Sarnonay.
12. Colorado (1-1) last to No. 23 Bon( 16-14.
Next vs lAnnesota. Saturday.
13. Nebraska (2-0) beat Colorado Slats 71-14.
Next vs No. 4 Washington, Sauna/.
11. Iowa (2-01 beat Iowa Stan 26-10. Nest vs.
Nortlwn Illnois Sept 26
,
15. Autum (2-0) beat lAssisippl 23-13. Nett at
Texas, Saturday.
16. Alabama (1-1) on to No. 6 Florida 35-0. Kentvs Georgia. Saturday
17. Georgia Tech (1-1) best Boston Colin* 30-14
Next vs Virginia, Saturday
lg. Michigan State (0-1) lost to Central Mangan
20-3. Pate 11 No. 7 None Dame, Saturday.
19. Ohio State(2-0) but Loulartle 23-15. Next vs.
Washington Stns, Samna.
20. Tens MM (1-0) beat LSU 45-7. Nest at Tulsa. Saturday,
21. UCLA (1-1) lost to No. 11 Tennessee 30-16
Next at San Diego State, Sept 20.
22. Syracuse (2-0) boat Maryland 31-17. Next vs
No. 6 Florida. Saturday.
23. Baylor (2-0) bast No 12 Colorado 16-14046st
vs Masoutt Sakirday.
24 Pittsburgh (3-0) but Temple 26-7. Next at
Ainnasota. Sept. 29.
25. hlkwissippl State (2-0) best Tuns* 4$-0. Next:
at No. 11 Tennessee, Sattuday
The Top Twenty Five tsars In the /modeled
Press 1901 collage bolball poll. 111181W-piece votes
in parentheses records through Sept. 11, total pants
based on 25 points to. a first-ptace vote through one
point tot a nth- piece vote, and previous ranking.
Record PM Prs
I Florida St. (47)
3-0-0 1.436 1
2-0-0 1.345 2
2 Marra (8)
3. Mangan (1)
2-0-0 1.329 3
4 Washington (1)
1-0-0 1.270 4
24-0 1,250
5 Florida (1)
6 Tennessee
24-0 1.107 11
7 Olinhorna
1-0-0 1,047 9
8. Clemson
1-0-0 1,0211
NO 13
9. Nsixwelia
2-0-0
10. lows
964 14
2-0-0
it None Dann
1-1-0
956 7
12. Penn St
2-1-0
715 5
13. Auturn
711 15
2-0-0
14. Baylor
2-0.0
638 23
15. Texas AIM
611 20
1-0-0
16. Oho St
526 19
2-0-0
491 17
17. Georgia Tech
1-1-0
18 Syracuse
2-0-0
104 22
1. Colorado
1-1-0
365 12
350 24
20. Ptesturgh
3-0-0
1-1.0
336 10
21. Houston
1-1-0
22. Southern Cal
309 3-0-0
102 25
23. Misossapo St
119 2-0-0
24. Calitoma
116 25. George
2-0-0

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Cenhuy 21) 753-9627

KNOWING
THIS SIMPLE MATH
CAN BRING YOU CLOSER
TO COLLEGL
The Niontgomerv GI Bill Plus the Army College Fund
can earn you S25,200 for college during a standard Army
enlistment, if you qualify.
You set aside $100 a month during your first year in the
Aniiy. while the government
and the Anny contribute
the remainder.
Nbu'll also gain selfconfidence and responsibility in the Army-qualities
that will give you an edge
on life.
Get the total story
from your Army Recruiter.

$ 1,200
9,600
+14,400*
$25,200

SGT Colin Neville
644-9021

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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An excellent Review

New Miss America begins her reign

Laker newspaper claims awards
Two first place awards have
been won by The Laker Review
newspaper of Calloway County
High School in the largest national
and international contests for high
school newspapers.
The Columbia Scholastic Press
Association of New York City
granted a first place award for the
second year in a row, giving the
Review perfect scores in the
categories of newswriting, feature
writing and sportswriting.
Quill and Scroll awarded the
newspaper an international First
Place Award for Superior Achievement. The judge said, "The Laker
Review is a vigorous, vital link
between the school, its many activities and concerns, and its readers.
"The contents reflect a responsible attitude and solid journalism
training on part of the staff. The
paper is especially strong in content and coverage, business practices, and news and feature
writing."
CCHS newspaper adviser Lisa
Polivick said, "It feels great to be
rewarded for all of the hard work
we put into the newspaper. Our

Calloway Count) High School Journalism II students celebrate their
first place awards. Shown are (left to right) Staci Shipp, news editor;
Ginger Adams, editor-in-chief; Candace Jarrett, business/advertising
editor; and Shelley Rudolph, features editor,
paper gives students a chance to tern will also be published," Poliexplore the important issues that vick said. "I feel sure that it, too,
affect their lives and to see their
will contain the high quality of
work published.
writing that Calloway students are
"This year, the Laker Review capable of producing."
staff is producing for the first time
The magazine will be on sale
a literary magazine so that the best
this spring.
creative writing in our school sys-

NEW
1991 Cadillac
Brougham

$34,734
-2,500 rbRaIt:e
32,234

Purdom's
-4,841 Discount

NEW
1991 Cadillac Sedan Devine

$32,446
-2,000 Rebate
30,446
Purdom's
-4,706 Discount

$25,740
Rebates End Sept. 21st
NO EXTENTIONS!
1991 GM Cars
WAS
2 To Choose From
1990 Pontiac Sunbird Convert.

$11,900.00

1991 Pontiac Grand Am Quad-4

$11,900.00

1991 Pontiac Grand Am

$11,500,00

NOW

10,700"
11,400"
10,700"
'14,900"
'12,900'
14,400"
12,900"
10,500"
21,700'
19,300"
10,900"
'13,900"

1991 Pontiac Grand Prix SE

$15,900.00

1991 Pontiac 6000 LE

$13,500.00

1991 Olds Cutlass Supreme,

$14,900.00

1991 Olds Cutlass Ciera

$13,500.00

1991 Olds Calais Quad-4

$10,900.00

1991 Olds Ninety Eight Elite

$22,900.00

1991 Olds Bravada

$19,900.00

1991 Buick Skylark V-6

$11,500.00

1991 Buick Regal

$14,500.00

3 To Choose From
1991 Buick LeSabre

$15,900.00

1991 Buick Century

$14,500.00

515,300"
13,900"

X1069
1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville

$23,900.00

21,900"

Plus 5 Other Deville's To Choose From

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

1300 121 By-Pass

Murray

753-5315

(AP) — Miss America Carolyn Suzanne
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.Sapp spent the first day of her reign Sunday playing with a dog on the
beach and trying to describe how it felt to win,
Miss Sapp, the entrant from Hawaii, was crowned Miss America
1992 early Sunday morning. Despite the late night. she was on the
beach by 7:30 a.m. for a traditional picture session with about a dozen
photographers.
An Old English sheep dog quickly made friends with the beauty
qUeen. licking her face. The 24-year-old Honolulu college student wore
a lime green T-shirt with pink and white shorts and jumped in the air
athletically as the cameras clicked away.
The photo-snapping continued at a news conference where she sat at
a table between her divorced parents. By then, she had changed into a
purplish-blue skirt and top.
"This is just so exciting." she said, trying to stifle a giggle. "Is this
what President Bush feels like?"
The Miss America crown, glittering with 736 rhinestones, was
placed on her head as she began answering questions.
"I am really proud to be here today not only as Miss America but as
the first Miss America from Hawaii," she said. "It's been a very
exciting time for me."
She follows Miss America 1991 Marjorie Judith Vincent, who plans
to finish her last year of law school at Duke University.
Miss Sapp is majoring in political science and international relations
at Hawaii Pacific University, where, she said, "I pull B's."
She is expected to earn about $200,000 in appearance fees in addition to the $35,000 scholarship and Chevrolet Corvette convertible she
receives as Miss America.
Next week, she is scheduled to appear on "Late Night With David
Letterman."
have a
"Hopefully, I won't have any sarcasm from him, but
week to prepare," she said of Letterman's biting interview style.
Miss Sapp, who won the Miss Hawaii Pageant on her fourth try,
sang Fats Waller's "Ain't Misbehavin" during the talent competition.
The singer who has worked as a cruise line performer chose to
promote the issue of parental responsibility during her reign.
"I will promote and be visible in promoting awareness." she said.
"I've been blessed not to have just two parents but four parents who
have., instilled me with values."
Her father is a Lutheran minister and her stepfather is a representative in the Washington state legislature. Her mother is a homemaker.
Her stepmother's occupation was not given.
Miss Sapp described herself as a Republican and said she could never have an abortion, but opposes "making sweeping laws for a very
singular personal expetience," she said.

Fisher-Price
is Corporate
Citizen of Year
Fisher-Price, Murray; has been
named "Corporate Citizen of the
Year" for the Purchase Area Development District and will he honored at
the 27th annual Governor's Industry
Appreciation Luncheon September
26 in Louisville.
The corporate Citizen of the Year
award is based on a company's in
volvement in five primary areas
charitable and civic activities, support
of education, worker training, social
and cultural endeavors, and other
achievements that bring recognition
to the company and its local community. Each of the state's 15 area
development districts is asked to
select a corporate Citizen of the Year,
and from these 15, one company will
be chosen as Kentucky's "Corporate
Citizen of the Year" to he announced
at the September 26 luncheon.
Recognizing companies for outstanding corporate citizenship is a key
feature of Industry Appreciation
Week which this year is being observed September 21-27. Secretary of
Economic Development Gene C.
Royalty said the Corporate Citizen of
the Year award "gives us the opportunity to recognize a company's cOntributions to its local community and
state beyond the jobs its provides.
While jobs and the ensuing payrolls
are paramount, quality of life in
Kentucky is greatly enriched by the
many things our industries do under
the banner of corporate citizenship."

MCCH, MSU
MSU non-traditional student hosts newborn
symposium

has message for other adults

When 39-year-old Jan Parker
decided to attend Murray State
University, it was 10 years later
than she had planned.
"My parents had always wanted
me to go to college, but I wasn't
sure I could do it. I am the only
one in my family except for my
father, who hasn't graduated from
college. My mother, brother and
sister all graduated from Murray
State," Parker said.
One of the reasons she decided
to go to college was a conversation
with her sister. "I told my sister
that I would be over 40 years old
when I get out of college and she
told me that I would still turn 40
whether I went to college or not,"
she said.
Parker dropped out of high
JAN PARKER
school in 1969, got married and
nine years later, earned her G.E.D. industry. It could be in book pub"I had planned to go to college lishing, in a corporation or a newsthen, but I just stayed home and —-paper. I'm not in graphic design —
took care of my son. I had-gotten a I reproduce what other people
divorce in 1977 and was working design," she said.
at the Dairy Queen," she said. "I
During her first semester as a
had been there about three years full-time student, she took 13 hours
and I thought that I really couldn't and was named a Dean's List stuafford college anyway. I didn't dent. "It built my self confidence.
know about financial aid because Each week I went to school, I felt
there wasn't that much information
that I had accomplished something.
about it back then."
When I earned my associate's
Another one of the reasons she
degree in business, I had decided to
decided to go to college was to get go ahead and get my bachelor's. It
a good job. She had worked at a costs a lot to go to college, but
variety of minimum-wage paying
without a college degree, you
jobs, which provided little prospect
pretty much don't have a chance of
for advancement.
getting a good job," she said.
In 1985, Parker took the ACT,
Because of her experience as a
scored well, and enrolled at Murray
non-traditional student, Parker feels
State. She took one class in the fall
she has a message for other adults
and one class in the spring. She
who would like to attend college.
enjoyed the classes and found they "First, you just have to do it. Have
faith in yourself. There's help
gave her a feel for what college
available. I have had so many
was like and confidence she could
do the work.
questions about college, such as
However, her college career
fmancial aid, schedules, etc. Now,
stalled. It wasn't until the fall of
all those questions are answered by
1988 that she was enrolled as a
the Adults Belong in College workfull-time student. "I had planned to
shops," she said.
enroll as a full-time student in the
An Adults Belong in, College
fall of 1986, but I was married for
workshop for the adult or nonthe second time and I just couldn't traditional student who is interested
start then. Consequently, it wasn't in learning more about attending
until after my second divorce that I college is scheduled for Thursday,
returned in the fall of 1988. When I Oct. 3 from 6 to 9 p.m. in the
did return, I was scared to death. I Barkley Room of the ClIfliS Center
had no idea what kind of major I at MSU.
The workshop is designed for
wanted. I think that lack of self
confidence was my biggest hang-up people who have been out of
and an obstacle I had to over- school a number of years and are
come," she said.
thinking of either beginning or
Luckily, other students talked to returning to college.
her and told her not to worry about
Activities at the workshop will
choosing a major. They recom- include a question-and-answer sesmended taking the required courses sion, a career couseling survey and
first and somewhere along the line comments from faculty members
she could decide on a major. and currently enrolled adult stu"That's what I did. I hid always dents. A presentation will also be
been interested in the printing given by the Office of Student
industry and I have a friend who Financial Aid and information
has a minor in graphic arts. I have about admissions Procedures and
seen her while she's working and I tutoring services will be avalable.
Reservations can be made by
thought that I would enjoy doing
• that," Parker said.
calling the Center for Continuing
After talking to people in the Education and Academic Outreach
or
graphic arts department, she dis- at
502-762-4150
covered the job prospects in the 1-800-669-7654. The workshop is
field were good, especially in this free, but because of limited space,
region. "I would be in the mid- reservations must be made by Wedmanagement area of the printing nesday, Oct. 2.

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Murray State University
Department of Nursing are offering a
Newborn Symposium on Thursday,
Sept. 19 at U.S.U.'s Mason Hall
Auditorium. The program is open to
all RNs, LPNs and other healthcare
individuals interested in perinatal
healthcare.
The symposium, which will run
from 8 LIM to 4 p.m., is approved by
the Kentucky Board of Nursing for
seven contact hours of continuing
education. The program will focus on
the special needs during an infant's
stay in an intensive care nursery and
subsequent discharge.
Guest speakers from the University
of Louisville School of Medicine
include: Dr. Billy Andrews,professor
and chairman of pediatrics; Dr. Dan
Stewart, assistant professor of pediatrics; Dr. Shirley Wilkerson, associate professor of pediatrics. Those
also speaking from Kosair Children's
Hospital will be: Jena Blythe, RNC,
High Risk Delivery Room Team;
Patty Welch, RN,CCRN,Cardiovascular CNS.
Upon completion of the symposium, participants will be better prepared to:
1. Discuss asphyxia neonatorum.
2. Manage delivery room emergencies.
3. List iatrogenic problems of newborns.
4. List cyanotic congenital heart
lesions.
5. Discuss other congenital defects
found in a newborn.
The program is coordinated by
MCCH, MSU Department of Nursing, Hughes Medical Offices and
Murray Pediatrics. Refreshments will
be provided.
To pre-register, contact Lynn
Fromm,RN,at(502)762-1248. There
is a $21 registration fee.

Breathitt teachers
hit the picket lines
JACKSON, Ky. (AP)-- Teachers in Breathitt County began hitting the picket lines this morning
after the school board refused to
grant them a pay raise.
Jackson Mayor Lester Smith said
pickets began forming around 5
a.m. at the Board of Education
building and nearby Breathitt
County High School.
The president of the Breathitt
County Education Association,
Barbara Deaton, said Sunday night
the board failed to grant the teachers' request for a ten percent pay
increase at a meeting earlier in the
day. The association's 14-member
"crisis committee" voted unanimously to walk out, she added.
The two sides have been meeting
since last Thursday, when a mediator from the state Department of
Education joined the discussions.
The teachers originally wanted
an 18 percent raise, but they lowered their demand to 12 percent
and then to ten. But the board
maintains there is only enough
money in the budget for a five percent raise.
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CLASSIFIEDS
160

060

Horne
Furnishings

TAKING applications for
help in country store with
restaurant. Must be dependable and responsible
Call 489-2150.

KING-Size waterbed at
equipment and linen Ex
cellent condition
753-9930

WANTED: Experienced
Warranty Clerk. For more
information, please call
Dennis or Wanda at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet

SINGLE male looking for
person to share apartrnent.
753-3545, leave message

TOP Soil good rich dirt
PORTABLE dishwasher, Ideal for yards and plant
20' apt size stove, used 7 beds 759-1828 753-2446
months. Large Kenmore Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc
microwave, 2 years old
Queen size couch slate, USED Pella windows and
blue and white. Dehumidi- sliding doors for sale
fier Cherry coffee table
Needs some repair
New kitchen sink
436-2484
436-2263.
250
SEPTEMBER Sale All liBugloss*
vingroom, bedroom, dininServices
groom, bedding and recliners are greatly reduced
PRIVATE
Investigato
through September CerraD B A Confidential Investiway Furniture, 105 N 3rd
gations. Southside Shop
753-1502.
ping Center, Suite 0102,
SOFA and Chair, tan_ Ex- Murray, 753-2641
cellent condition $275
489-2141 after 5pm
270
Web
Horne. For Sale
190
12x70 28R 75.3-7573
Farm
14x70 2br 2 bath central
Equipment
HA, range refrigerator
12'4 FT,I. H. wheel disk 11 dishwasher, w/d fireplace
shank I.H. chisel plow. Storage bldg 759-9359,
492-8411.
753-2244

WILL Babysit in my home,
experienced. 759-4490

1983 14x60 Moving, must
sell 753-6087

Notice
AURORA Pizza Magic Delicious hand tossed pizza.
- spaghetti Across from
iiitchi6g Post Dine in or
carry 4syt Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues 474-8119

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILERS
NO f ret-Rif NC,
NE E DEO

DRY Clean your carpets.
Rent the fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System. Call
to reserve a Host machine
at Blacks Decorating Center. 753-0839 701 S. 41h
Murray

CANCER
INSURANCE
o
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may. not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free nforma
eon call
it to Apply

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•*ree locai

ser3d.,-e'

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service Is a handy clip-out setlion
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2xl display ,id, reollarly
priced at $9.60. for

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks}

Stop by our office today or can 753-1916

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand
South dealer.

defended perfectly. He seemingly had
to lose two clubs and a diamond for
down one, but he found a way to cir76•
cumvent one of the club losers and so
IP I( 5 4 2
made the contract.
• K .1 1097
After cashing the queen of spades,
•Q 3
Schleifer- led a diamond to the nine,
WEST
EAST
which held. He then ruffed the five of
•A 2
+104
hearts and returned the queen of
V 11 109
diamonds-West correctly ducked and
•A 85
•4 2
South won the diamond in dummy
•J 97
•A 10 864
with the king. This was now the posi,SOUTH
tion:
*KQ19853
North
K
•Q 6 3
•1 107
•K 5 2
•Q 3
The bidding:
West
East
South
West
North
East
v 98
V A
4+
Pass
Pass
Pass
•A
+A 10 8 6 4
Opening lead -jack of hearts.
•J 9 7
South
This fine hand was played by
•.1 9
Meyer Schleifer, prominent Los An•6
geles expert, many years ago. West
4K 5 2
led the jack of hearts against four
Schleifer next led the king of hearts
spades, ducked by both North and and, when East covered with the ace,
East. Schleifer ruffed the jack and led he discarded the six of diamonds! This
the king of trumps, taken by West unusual play, which merely exwith the ace. West returned the heart changed his diamond loser for a heart
ten, again ruffed by declarer as loser, had a traumatic effect upon
dummy and East followed low.
East. He had to return a club and,
It is difficult at this point to see how whether he returned the ace or a low
Schleifer was able to make four one,declarer was certain to make two
spades, even though East and West club tricks and the contract.
Tomorrow: You can't fish without bait.

aft

aa,

Lordy, lordy look
who'sfeeling blue
cause he just
turned 421

TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 17,1991
(For your personalized daily.Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date ofbirth,call 1-900-988-7788.Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)

HAPPY BI/
RTHDAY!IN THE VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: diplomatic or you could lose the
Those who have opposed you recently ground you recently gained at work
will come around. New career doors or school. Seek an expert's advice
open in late fall. Enjoy an old-fash- before signing a contract. Cash in on
ioned Christmas! A recurring finan- an opportunity before it is too late.
cial problem will be solved in JanuLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
ary of 1992. Allow love to have its are on your way to a major triumph!
way in early spring. Better transpor- Social contacts will play a key role in
tation or delivery service is the key to / your success. Cooperate with older
higher profits next June. Consult people but steer clear of risky inyxperts before making sweeping
vestments. Make regular savings dekhatiges atiyour place of business.
posits.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
THIS DATE: novelist Ken Kesey, great day to pursue your personal
actors John Ritter and Roddy goals. A creative project gets thegreen
McDowell, actress Anne Bancroft.
light. Financial backing will follow.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Your romantic partner needs more
Stretch yourself and there will be no attention.
limit to what you can accomplish in
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
business and finance.Emphasize your 21): Steer clearof pewle who try to
responsible attitude if hoping to win draw_you into risky *entures. Their
a coveted work assignment.
castles are built on gind. Your gifts as
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): a storyteller make you a big hit at a
Your optimism is a tremendous asset social function.
today. Rich rewards are near at hand.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan:19):
pay raise fuels your desire to do the Dynamic action is the key to greater
very best work possible.Travelenjoys success. Get right to the point in
highly favorable influences.,
business talks a6d you will see imGEMINI(May 21-June 2Q): Do mediate results. An obstacle to happy
not give up on an excitingjob or idea. romance is removed. Consolidate
Your communication skills give you recent financial gains.
an edge over your competition. A
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
stroke of good luck enhances both Someone owes you a favor-ask tor
romance and family life.
it. A word from the right person helps
you climb to the top. Give serious
CANCER(June 21-July 22):The
emphasis now is on making your thought to changing your lifestyle. A
personal relationships more fulfilling. child needs more guidance.
Admit past mistakes. You will be
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
surprised at what a big difference Something you hear today could bring
-your honesty makes.
large profits in the near future. Curb
LEO(July 23-Aug.22):Financial a tendency to leap without looking.
success depends on your being more Being too impulsiv,e could scare offa
assertive. Speak up. Other people prospective romafitic partner. Calm
cannot guess what you are thinking. down.
Managing your money is easier now.

A

'TODAY'S CHILDREN are thrifty, industrious and kind. The save
great respect for family ties and are eager to make their parents proud. Count
on them to work hard in school. Although blessed with artistic talent. these
Virgos tend to choose more practical careers such as nursing or engineering.
They like the security of having a regular paycheck and prefer to stay with one
employer for a long time. Thanks to their self-discipline, these Virgos will
have a tidy sum saved up by retirement.
To order a revised and updated copy of leane von •s best-sellint/ hnol."Yestertlat,. I otla and i'Ofe% et.
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Ptace in Gotts Plan,- send SS 45 plus St postage And handbill! co
Dixon../o Andrews and MtMeel, P.O. Boa.419150. Kansas Cny. Mo (414I
h -k. 114%4111e to
Andrews and Me Meth

411.

WENDY'S is now hiring for
day shift only Please apply
between 2-4pm daily Ask
for manager

Sltustion
Wanted

515 S

12th Si 753-2255

A-1 UNSECURED Loans.
Debt-Consolidation.
$ 25 0 0 - $ 1 5 .000 .
1 -800-743-4008.
9am-11pm EST, Sat. 9-4.
Code eM-502.

VCR Service
All

Brand-.

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

East-West vulnerable.
NORTH

Horoscopes

753-2617.

090

Rent-A-Car

Fish Day
,r
4
It's Time For Stocking
CHANNEL CATFISH. WWIRID
BLUE GILL, Fathead mimeos,
Lags Moult Bass Rack Crappie
and Tryon Cams Carp(br Pcnd
Weed Cenaol) Ti,. HOW Elkas
GO roll teach a stip ol 2 to 212
Pounds
Delivery WIN Bo:
Friday, October 4
At 'Me Following Location:
Southern Saba Co-op
Murray, Ky
(We) 793-1423
Time: 12110-1110 p.m.
Call you local store to
place your order Of CM
Tg0 free 1403443-843Q

Fish Wagon. Inc.
Route 3 Bor 337-C
72432
Harrisburg Ark,ms

1336

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home. Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area. 753-1379.
HOME Health Care for sick,
elderly. Domestic work included, car transportation
Call 753-4590.
OFFICE and Residential
cleaning. References
759-1634.

WILL babysit in my home.
759-1582 or 753-4459.
WILL babysit East Calloway School students from
3pm until parents get off
work on weekdays and all
day Saturday. $1.00/hour
per student 436-2903 after
3pm.
WILL do housecleaning to
suit you. Have references
753-3435WORD Processing computer graphics service. Term
papers, resumes, legal/
medical, graphics and banners Reasonable rates.
759-4992.
140
Want
To Buy
2 or 3BR house in Murray.
$20,000-$30,000 price
range. No Realtors please.
759-9439 after 5pm.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
LOST Walking Cane. Lost 527-2932
between Dudley and Firs
Baptist Church. Call GOOD used all electric mobile home. Not over 60ft.
753-2889
753-7953.
ISO

Articles
For Seta
AVON Representatives
needed in your area. Up to
50% commission, free
training, $20 kits. Assist.
Mgr. 1-800-866-2243.
CARPENTERS helper.
436-2052 after 5pm
C MA needed for local phys,icians office. Competitive
/benefits package. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040o,
Murray, KY

Est

240

Hot.
Wanted

ASHLEY wood stove w/
blower. Mint condition.
753-7369.
COUNTRY Eggs for sale.
435-4542.
FLEX-IT, glmiliar to a solo
flex, $275. Student desk,
$65, SHP Wheel Horse riding lawnmower, $200.
Telephone table, $5. Wall
unit, $25 753-6098.

unit
CONTEMPO Fashion NINTENDO
Jewelry home shows. 436-2251
Dream lob for homemak- ORDER the spa designed
ers. Extra income for for you. Murray Hot Tubs
Christmas. Call Cathy 115 S. 13th St
502-527-3893.
PINE 2x4, 8f1,$.80/ea Pine
EXPERIENCED hairstylist 2x6, 12ft. $2.50/ea. 1x6
needed 759-1100 be- and 1x8 Red Oak and
tween 10am-6pm. Cherry, $45.00/per 100
753-7453 after 6pm.
board ft 435-4494.
FULL-Time Legal Secret- REFRIGERATOR, $175
ary. Legal experience and Electric stove,$150. Treadcomputer knowledge pre- mill, brand new, $125
ferred. Pay commensurate 753-4128.
with experience. Send resume with salary require- RESTAURANT Equipments to P0.Box 1040P, ment, dishes and utensils
1319 Wood East, Pans,
Murray, KY
TN. 901-644-0187.
LOCAL Trucking Company
has immediate opening for RITE Way stove, wood or
mature, dependable per- coal. 2coal buckets, shovel
son with general office and fan. A-1 Condition
skills. Typing a must. Com- $200. 759-4502.
puter, accounting and pre- SPA 70x64 Hutch Rebel
vious trucking experience a wood stove 436-2667 after
plus. Experienced only 3pm
need apply. Call
WARM Morning LP gas
or
901-644-0040
heater, $150. Sears vent1-800-521-0316 for less
LP gas heater with
appointment.
stand and blower, $185. 40
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- gal water heater. $20. 77
INGS. NEED a job? A Chrysler C.ordoba, $1000
GED? Hope for the future? OBO. 8,000 BTU Sears air
You may qualify it: 'You do conditioner, $285
not have your GED or high 492-8208 after 6pm
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A. REFRIGERATOR, hospital
Call J T.P A Out Of School bed, walker. 759-4490.
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
USED appliances. Guaran8a.m.-11,30a.m
teed to work 354-8528.
PAINTERS. Must have 2
160
years experience or more
Home
Steady work Apply at
Furnishings
Blacks Decorating Center,
701 S. 4th St, Murray, or
BLUE rocker an ottoman,
call 753-0839
$125. Sliding glass door
SOUTHERN Missionary draperies and valance,
Baptist Church in Marshall $50. Love seat, $175. CenCounty seeking Oart-tme turion mantle dock, $30. 2
Music/Youth Director oak lamps, $50/set. 2 hard
Qualified persons send re- rock maple end tables,
sume to P0 Box 798, $60/set Ping Pong table,
best offer 759-9872
Benton, KY 42025.

KING-Size waterbed, moving. Call Bill, 753-4000

GOLF CLUBS for sale. 6
month old 'Ping Irons, One
iron, 3 iron thru Pitching
wedge. One year old Arnold Palmer 'oxions", 3iron
thru sand wedge. Call anytime and leave message
753-5904

210

Arwood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.
GET good, green firewood
now, and have it ready for
winter. James Sills
753-4120,
220

livestock
SupplIst

Miscellaneous
TOPSOIL pickup or we
deliver 753 0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Alma
Ky

1984 DOUBLEWIDE 3br 2
bath, house type roof, masonde siding Central HA
Must move 437-4092
1989 14x80, BUCCANEER 3br, 2 bath, H-14
Coach Estates $15,000
or
7 5 3 - 38 5 5
407-253-1813
BANK REPO: 1991 16x70
3br, 2 bath, excellent condition_ $500 down, assume
payment Others available
Gateway Mobile Homes,
Ph, 527-1427.
CLEARANCE SALE, all
new 1991 Models must go,
no reasonable offer refused, never knowingly
undersold-Hurry' Gateway Mobile Homes, Ph
527-1427.

4 CAR shop with office
753 4509

BLACK and white paint 4yr
old gelding quarter horse
489-2476

FORMER Juanita s Florist
Building, located at HUDSON Company Sad5-points excellent for office dles, Bridles & Horse supstorage or retail business plies 759-1823 or
Lots of parking space Will 753-4545
rent on monthly basis or
annual lease, negotiable REGISTERED Appaloosa
terms Can be adapted to POA mare 7 years old 14
your needs 753-6069 or hands and filly colt $600
436-5494
489-2440
NEW 2-bay shop with office $2751mo 753-3678

ligiefp

160

Pets
Is2REGISTERED
adyto h u
436
Beagles
225 1
hunt
AKC puppies Various
breeds 615 746 5355

320
Aroldi
r ;LS
I°
1BR furnished. Very nicely
decorated. Close to campus. 1407 W. Main St.
753-4682.

AKC registered puppies
Dalmaton, Poodles Da
chund. 901-352-2416
AQUARIUM Cleaning Service. Complete in-home or
office care 759-9234

28R brick duplex edge of
town 753-4109

BEAGLES 1 year old, running good. $15 436-5494

2BR Duplex Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, W/D
hook-up, central H/A. (Wiswell Road, left on Ridgewood, immediate right)
1906A Westwood (on
right). No pets. $320/mo.
753-8734

DAISY Grooming Monday
Saturday, by appointment
753-7819

ALMOST new 2br luxury,
energy efficient, duplex
apartment in Westwood.
Appliances furnished.
Lease and deposit required. No pets. 753-7185
for appointment.
NEARLY New, 2br 2 bath
duplex, Northwood Dr. Appliances furnished, garage
w/opener. $450/mo. tyr
lease. No pets. 753-2905.
SMALL 1Br in lakefront
house, Panorama Shores.
1 Year lease, references,
deposit required. No pets.
436-2484.
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO

DOBERMAN Puppies
AKC Registered Shots and
wormed Affectionate excellent temperment and pedigree 753-0324
HALF Chow and half Lab
$50/ea Half Pekinese and
half Terrier $50 ea
474-8057
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S
753-2915

Grooming

.100
Produce
APPLES for freezing, drying and applesauce Also
Damsons and apple cider
McKenzie Orchard
753-4725,

DOUBLE Wide. 3br, 2 bath,
garage, swimming pool
BUFFET Flute. Excellent Asking $22,000 437-4849
condition. 753-1306 after if no answer, leave
410
message
5Prfl.
Public
LOWEST
Prices
CONN Alto Saxophone
Sale
Excellent condition. '6 Or- Anywhere-on Quality Built, 3BR, 1 bath, $375/mo with
Energy Efficient Homes one year lease. Bob Perrin,
iginal price. 762-4604.
Dinkins Mobile Homes, RE. 759-1881.
LUDWIG snare drum with Inc., Hwy 79E, Paris, Tn
remo heads Comes com- 1-800-642-4891 or 3BR, almost new house in
Westwood. 1713 Oakhill
plete with case, sticks, 642-4891 (local)
Sat., Sept. 21, 1991
stand and practice pad
Dr. $475/mo. 759-4406.
5 p.m.
$75. Call 489-2436 after MOBILE home on two lots,
CUTE INSIDE!! 4f3r, cen6pm.
$6500, in Crappie Hollow tral gas heat/air, full baseTr -City
Auction House
SOUND MASTER RE- Will finance with doivnpay- ment, fenced_ Stove, reCORDING. 16-Tracks, al- ment + 10% interest. frigerator, washer. 506
W. Dan Farris
Vine 'South 6th and Vine ",
bums, demos, sound 436-5005.
Auctioneer
$425 /mo
tracks, jingles. Benton, KY MUST Sell. 1985, 24x60 Lease
502-492-8796
527-0453.
Tidwell w/16x40 deck. Cen- 753-8734.
tral H/A. All major ap- NEEDED . Responsible
Old unused quilts
2-10
pliances. Daytime adult to share rent and utiliand
much more.
502-623-6391, Nights ties on brick home in Murkllsosesigious
502-623-5663.
ray. 753-7953.
•
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS USED DOUBLE WIDES,
recently bought a fine priced to sell, starting at
stamp collection, U.S. $9995. Gateway Mobile
blocks and plate blocks. Homes, Ph, 527-1427
Excellent U.S. and foreign
USED HOMES, all local
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs trades, 10-12-14-16 and
doubles, some in need of
sets, coin and stamp suprepair, priced to sell. Gateplies. If we don't have it,
/ Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
way Mobile Homes, Ph
(Doors open at 6:001
well order it. We buy coins 527-1427
and stamps and appraise
Knights of Columbus Hall
estates. Visit us at Book
280
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Mobil*
m,le
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq Hale Road
Center, Murray), Treasure
Homes For Rent
House (Southside Manor
ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
Murray
7530466 P0 Box 1033
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Au- electric or gas Walking disrora). 753-4161.
tance to college 753-5209
Mu**

AUCTION

,i•

1
Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m.on Saturday.
Yard sales do hare to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Murray
Ledger & Times

classified department
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460
Lots
For Sale

Reel
Wigs
37 ACRES Clarks River
bottom 10 miles from
MSU $16,000 365 0145
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
FOR Sale or Lease 38r
condominium Wheel-chair
accessible 753-3293
KOPPERUD REALTY of
a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

EXCLUSIVE
LAKE
FRONT
LOTS
CedarlIng Hills
Water & power to lots
Deed restricted.
Call Bill at
MTG 753-4000
MTG.

160
Horne.
For Sale

dd0

Lots
For Sale
WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray. Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, cablevision, reasonably restricted for cottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566

2BR 1 bath Good condition 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
753-5484
3BR, 2 bath, Central H/A,
Near Murray High
$73,000 753-5644

GUN, KNIFE &
BASEBALL CARD

SHOW
Admission: $2

Children Under 12 Free

Marshall County High School
Draffenville, Kentucky

Saturday, Sept. 21, 9-5
Sunday, Sept. 22, Noon-5

d90

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

10-MILES out 94E Wellbuilt, 3br, 2 bath brick walkout basement deck doable carport $56,800.
753-6114

1966 PLYMOUTH VIP
2-door sport model A very
good car for restoration
$450 753-4530

3BR 2 bath front and back
porch beautiful setting
blacktop road 6'7 acres
20 min from Ky Lake
$49,000 901-642-4526

1975 OLDS 88 Convertible
455 V-8 with air, new white
lettered tires Very good
3BR, LVRM Kit, DINRM, condition See at Five
UTILRM Lots of cabinets Points Auto Repair, Coland closets Approximately dwater Rd, behind Murray
1900 sq ft living area and Paving Co $2250
full BSMT -4- GAR 100x295
lot Call 753-9376 after 1978 MERCURY Grand
6pm
Marquis Excellent condition All power. 4850
BY OWNER If you like 474-0115
seclusion, but not isolation,
while living in an estate 1978 PLYMOUTH Volare
setting on 21 acres, you'll Needs transmission $300
like our quality-built home 753-6876 after 4pm
2'/: miles from Murray 1979 CAMARO Rally
4800 square feet of luxury Sport Blue rear window
Irving in 3 or 4 bedrooms, louvers, mag wheels white
vaulted Greatroom, den, di- letter tires auto 753-7371
ning room, three full baths, or 753-4129
2 kitchens, sun room Much
storage of all kinds Many 1980 BMW 3201 5-speed
other special features sunroof, leather interior
Come see to appreciate. 762-4116
_ or 554-4796
753-6869.
APPALACHIAN Log Structures Model home now
open on Hwy 280E (Pottertown Rd) For information
and appointment call
436-2040
HOUSE and Lot 3br,
baths 4 miles from Paris
Landing Park on Cypress
Creek Rd $39,500
615-359-2683
NICE 3br, 1i bath home
on V/i acre Has outbuilding and new septic tank
Price reasonable
437-4244 anytime
POSSIBLE Owner Financing 4Br, 3 bath home on
Plainview Dr $105.000
753-0724
PRICE Reduced 3Br brick
On 1*/, acres 5 minutes
from Murray Bob Perrin
RE 759-1881 Evenings,
753-3509 or 436-2882.

Alb

Three bedroom, two bath brick with formal dining area.
Large Utility room. Outside storage. Nice lot in good
subdivision near city limits. MLS 3438

WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision. 4br, 2 bath,
&covered dock 354-6006
d80

414 So. 12th

753-1651

CLIMB THE ROCK®!
its easy when you're working for The Prudential, a company leted in
The 100 Best Compentee to Sell Foe We give you the tools to start out
with - top-of-the- lone training and financial support And then your drive
and concern about others do the rest.

Call: RICK MARTIN (1400-264-0950)
3553 Park Plaza Road
Paducah, Ky 42001
'The 100 Best companies to Sell For, M D Harkavy
and The Philip Lief Group, published by John Wiley &
Sons, Inc , New York, 1989.
Be a part of The Rock.°
An equal opportunity employer.

(6

ThePrudential

01990 The P,olonial Insurance Camper', ol Arno..

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
PHONE
Benton, Ky. 42025
502-437-3026

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

1969 DODGE Dart 4 door
Extra dean low mileage
A/C $695 Will trade
759-1922

Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
1987 CHEVROLET Celebrity Classic, 2-door,
2-tone, loaded, one-owner,
dean $2995 Will trade.
759-1922.
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE.
See at Roses Wheel Alignment during the day. Call
753-8965 after 4pm.
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSL;
corms.
GONE to Saudi Arabia For
sale, red 1991 MR2 Turbo,
CD, 1-tops, 100,000 mile
warranty $23,000 investment, will sacrafice for
$15,000 753-0814
LIKE New 1981 Ford LTD,
18,240 miles 4-door, pis,
auto, V-8, air, color medium
fawn metallic Estate of
Forest Boyd $5850
753-2633, 8 30 to 5 00pm
1982 TOYOTA Cellica
753-0997
1983 MERCURY Grand
Marquis Loaded with
50,000 actual miles $2800
Excellent condition
753-9801
1984 CAMARO Z-28 Ex
cellent condition Loaded
new tires $4500 Must sell
753-3532
1984 FIERO. clean. AIC,
sun roof $15Q0 474-0115
1985 BUICK Century iim
ited Loaded good condi
non,grey $2500 753 2494
after 530
1985 HONDA Accord LX
loaded 75xxx miles
$4900 Days 753 6106
Nights 436 2706
1986 9-PASSENGER Ford
Van, high mileage, good
buy at $3,000 Plymouth
Reliant 4-door, pis, p/b. ac,
$2,950 759 1602

TOMS COST LESS
ft r,11JRRAV
CARS

11 ford Rang& XLT.......15,987
17 Plymouth Vaiger
17 Toyota
16 Toyota
16 Fad Bronco XlT 414,$7,987
16 Toyota
15 Dodge Ram
15 Toyota 414
14 Dodge Ram Cr
14 Toyota 412
2,987
14 Clod? Ram 50
Aubrey Hatcher
Bum Calvert Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chns Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA

1986 CAMARO IROC Z
Sharp' Must see to aoprect
ate Loaded Red with T
-tops 753 0675 $6800
1986 ESCORT
owner pis, p/b air
stereo great shape
see 753-6731 after

One
auto
must
5pm

1986 JAGUAR British rac
mg green, 35,000 miles All
maintenance records
$17,000 901-642-5104

Used
Trucks
1971 CHEVY PU-parts
1972 Chevy PU, 4x4 208
John Deere riding lawn
mower, very good condition 435-4249

1979 GMC P/U auto, p/s
air 492-8392
1980 FORD 1 -ton, 1981
Chevy Luv 492-8411
1985 BRONCO II, Eddie
Bauer Edition_ Low miles,
sharp Reduced to $6000.
436-2778
1985 S-10 4x4, Extended
cab. V-8, 350, bored 40
over, oversized cam,
Weiand Alum high rise intake, Holley 650 dpr, Turbo
350 Transmission, 4 11
gears, 5,000 mm on motor
and trans., 75,000 on truck.
3 inch lift, 31x10.50 tires
$6,000 firm. (502)
753-8764.

Vans
MINIVAN 1987 GMC Safari SLE Excellent condition, 8 passenger, loaded
ascot) 759-1519

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

BUILDER, residential,
commercial, carpentry
Tripp Williams 753-0563
BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available
CH1M Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754_

CUSTOM Window Tinting
"All Types of Windows."
1986 CHEVY Cavalier Homes, businesses, cars,
Z-24_ 492-8886 daytime boats Fade/scratch resis753-8965 after 4pm.
tant. Free estimates, very
reasonable Call anytime
1987 DODGE Power Ram
762-3341, 762-2806.
50, 4x4, 5-speed, tan,
49,500 miles, alc, stereo DAVIDSON Roofing. New
cassette, bed liner. Sharp. roots and repairs. Tear offs
$5800. 492-8899.
and re-roofs. Written guarantee Local references
ACCEPTING bids for 1985
753-5812
International-DT-466 single
axle, medium duty tractor DRYWALL, finishing, re185,xxx miles Contact Pat pairs, additions and blowWarren, Consolidated ing ceilings. 753-4761
Freightways. Mon-Fri,
LICENSED for electric,
8am-5pm 753-1232.
gas, refrigeration. InstallaGARBAGE truck. 1979 In- tion and repair. Free estiternational, 20yd body with mates. 753-7203
dumpster attachment FENCE sales at Sears
753-7318
now. Call Sears 753-2310

5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.
ABLE services_ Roofing,
fencing, painting, plumbing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping. All around handy-man Free estimates 436-2868
AFFORDABLE Security
Systems available for both
home and office 5 year
warranty, 100% guaran
teed For your own peace of
mind, call RC Enterprise
395-7615
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling painting
& roofing References
759-1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts, warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 3C+ years ex
penance Bobby Hopper
4
.
36-5848

495

Services
Offered

BACKHOE service David
1977 EL CAMINO 1989 Burkeen Septic systems,
Dodge Caravan loaded basements, foundations,
and sharp 1985 Chrysler driveways, gravel, dirt,
sand mulch, rip rap placLeBaron 753-0603
ing 474-2103
1979 CHEVY Luv 4x4
Body fair, engine sound BLOCK, brick, concrete finHigh mileage but excellent ishing Basements footgas (20-25mpg). Good ings, garages, drives,
hunting or work truck. Ask- walks 30yrs experience
ing $900 753-9771, If no 13yrs. in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
answer, leave message

11 Geo
11 Toyota Cola DX .....39,917
'90 Chevy Lumna
'90 Ford lairs Vigil ......$8,987
'90 itercury Sab0
'90 Ford Tans
$7,987
19 Ford r3J11JS .....-..-.. $087
19 Mercury Sable
19 Toyota Celica
'99 Toyota Cressida.... $14,687
19 Toyota Cook+ DX .....$187
1-ton dually, 454
19 Nissan 248 Si.,,.., $10,487 GMC
New radial tires on back,
19 Toyo4 TEel 000036,787 new exide battery. P/S,
A/C. 759-4630 or
'19 Toyota Cam
$11,417 PtB,
753-1797.
11 Dodg* Aries Wgn.......$4,987
c20
'98 Chryslef Lekon..... $6917
Boats
a Motor.
11 Toyota Caolla
17.5FT Glastron Boat to
'97 Linda 626.................15,987 sale w/trailer. Excellen
condition. 753-6331 atte
17 lieramy Topaz...,..... $3987 5pm.
17 Olds Cutlass Sup $5,487 1965 RUNABOUT in good
with 75hp Evin17 by. Crr/
$6,417 condition
rude OB in excellent condi17 Chevrolet
64,487 tion. $1000. Call James at
435-4425.
19 Honda Acccd
24FT CREST II Pontoon
16 Chevy Cavalier Cony,$5,487 Boat. 75HP Johnson. New
top,floor and carpet, excel15 Oids Cutass Calais pgi -16M
Condition $4000.
753-8809.
'85 Toyot
GALLON Boat Tanks
15 Toyota Camry
$5,487 2-5
plus Lines $55 OBO
15 Toyota Carol! IS.$5,481 759-9710
75HP EVINRUDE out15 Toyota Caola
board motor. Excellent
Condition. $700. Call
14 Toyota Tercel
$2,987 James
at 435-4425.
14 lieramy
LATE model Skeeter Fish &
'90 Toyota Caoll!....„...„ $4,917 Ski. 16ft, 75HP trolling, live
Used less than 25
14 Chevrolet Capria ....32,987 well.
hours. See at Joe Smith
13 Toyota C/essida $3,987 Carpet, 641 N. 753-6660
13 Pont 68130 LE....$3987
530
Servkes
13 Pontac Pheonix U $2,487
Offered
12 Ply, Relent IVF__$2.217 AlA FIREWOOD and
Landscaping Tree remove
12 Toyota
$2,217 and
trimming 492-8254
12 Cris Cutass Sup ..,..,,S1,907 Al TREE Service. Stump
12 Bud LeSaat...........11,487 removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after

TRUCKS

530

530

500

APPLIANCE repair. Elect)
cal & Plumbing repair Na
tural and LP gas installa
lion Licenced and Bonded
753 4684

for free estimate for your
needs.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references. 489-2267.
GUTTERING By Sears'
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HADAWAY Construction.
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small, 436-2052.
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-9838

530

Services
Cflered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690

WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 435-4169

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling. Over
30yrs. experience. Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221

TOEWS Electric. Residential broiler house service
work. 345-2690.
VCR REPAIR . Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri; 753-0533.
WASH and Wax service for
cars. Let us make your car
shine. Call John at
753-9753 or 762-3342.

WILLIAMS Concrete Service. Low prices, free estimates. 354-9397

560
Frs.
Column
Doberman/
FREE
Schnauzer puppies
435-4578 afternoons

•
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work. Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley. 759-4555.
PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

111111Pir
ve

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.

11111P1111.""'

In 1893
land in C
In 190/
Jersey.
111'1919
In 1940
Training
in U.S. t
In 1940
House of
In 1974
Vietnam
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lis, forma
Ten ye
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Five ye
major can
presidenti,
One ye

address b
Hussein's
world."
Today'
Lauren
Ireland, C
65. Actor
Though
play." -

buss

411M.4.

PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate
Same day service. All work
guaranteed. 492-8816

Today i
left in thi
Today's
Twenty
opened its
for the Pei
Samuel B
On this
In 163(
Boston.
In 163f

BLONDI

Great Family Home In Canterbury
3 bedroom, 2 bath formal living & dining room,
spacious den & kitchen. Ceiling fans, slate foyer,
screened porch. Priced to sell. MLS 3549

QUALITY Wood Furnishing. Custom cabinets, furniture and kitchen remodeling, 15 years Free Estimates. Call 382-2534

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307

Smith
Masonry

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763, 759-1823

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost. Free estimates without obligation.
Day or nite, 753-5484.
T.C. Dinh Repair and Main-tenance. Electrical- Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

CALVIN

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

APPLIANCE RE1AIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
_
_ _

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelealllbritten, Inc.

CATHY

FALL I
THE M0
THE SU

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

Gentry Painting
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268

CornmereisI

and
Residential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Hi 14, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
(502(759-1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Win. Gentry
rtt 4 Box 177A, Murray, Ky. 42071

Remodeling & Repair
Specialist

HOOD CONSTRUCTION CO.
Home I mprovemente
Home Inspections
Ceramic Tile & Hardwood Floor Installation
Lynes' Hood
Phone (502)753-7192
New Construction,

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call l's Anytimr,

759-4685

PDQ

DISPOSAL SERVICE
Service
Bretton In Kentucky: 753-7318

Dependable, Guaranteed
Thomas/Tim

GUTTERS
Seamless
Aluminum Gutters
-Installed
'Repaired
'Cleaned

Randy Thornton Co.
802 Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-4:30

753-8181

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages,decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

489-2303
call:

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

To place your ad
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Today is Monday, Sept. 16, the 259th day of 1991. There are 106 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty-five years ago, on Sept. 16, 1966, the Metropolitan Opera
opened its season in its new opera house at New York's Lincoln Center
for the Performing Arts with the premiere of "Antony and Cleopatra" by
Samuel Barber.
On this date:
In 1630, the Massachusetts village of Shawmut changed its name to
Boston.
In 1638, the "Sun King" of France, Louis the XIV, was born.
In 1893, hundreds of thousands of settlers swarmed onto a section of
land in Oklahoma known as the Cherokee Strip.
In 1908, General Motors filed its papers of incorporation in New
Jersey.
In 1919, the American Legion was incorporated by an act of Congress.
In 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed into law the Selective
Training and Service Act, which set up the first peacetime military draft
in U.S. history.
In 1940, Samuel T. Rayburn of Texas was elected Speaker of the U.S.
House of Representatives.
In 1974, President Ford announced a conditional amnesty program for
Vietnam war deserters and draft-evaders.
In 1976, the Episcopal Church, at its General Convention in Minneapolis, formally approved the ordination of women as priests and bishops.
Ten years ago: Boxer Sugar Ray Leonard unified the world welterweight title by scoring a 14th-round technical knockout of Thomas Hearns
in Las Vegas.
Five years ago: Former Delaware Gov. Pete Du Pont became the first
major candidate to publicly announce his bid for the 1988 Republican
presidential nomination.
One year ago: Iraqi television broadcast an eight-minute videotaped
address by President Bush, who warned the Iraqi people that Saddam
Hussein's brinksmanship could plunge them into war —against the
world."
Today's Birthdays: "Candid Camera" creator Allen Funt is 77. Actress
Lauren Baca11 is 67. Blues singer B.B. King is 66. The prime minister of
Ireland, Charles Haughey is 66. Clergyman-author Rev. Robert Schuller is
65. Actor Peter Falk is 64. Actor Ed Begley Junior is 42.
Thought for Today: "In every real man a child is hidden that wants to
play." — Friedrich Nietzsche, German philosopher (1844-1900).
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Twenty years ago
Murray Chief of Police James M.
Brown and Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper spoke:at Story Hour held
arCalloway County Public Library.
Murray State University Racers
beat Western Carolina 32 to 22 in a
football game at Asheville, N.C.
Bill Furgerson is head football
coach at MSU.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wayne
Roberts, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Freeland and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Phillips, Sept. 7.
Linda Arnold, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe H. Arnold, was presented a scholarship to Murray
State University by Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of Physical Education
and Recreation at MSU.
"A nice card from Freed and
Clother Cotham from Paris, France.
They are on a 15-day tour of Europe," from column,"Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

Ten years ago
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department confiscated 102 marijuana plants from a farm in Southwest Calloway County on Sept. 13,
according to Sheriff Max Morris
who said the street value was near
$5,000.
About 1,000 people turned out
for the fifth annual show or Sell
held Sept. 11 and 12 at Howard
Brnadon farm.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Linn, Aug.
14.
In high school football games,
Calloway County High beat
McLean County and Fort Campbell
beat Murray High.
Murray State University Racers
beat Florida A&M in a football
game at Jacksonville. The score
was 14 to 11. •
The Rev. and Mrs. Otis Jones
will be married for 50 years on
Sept. 26.

Thirty years ago
Elected as officers of Temple
Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star were Ruby Grogan,
Hollie Alderdice, Modene Grogan,
Charlie Lassiter, Ruth Lassiter,
Beurdean Wrather, Fay Wells,
Marjorie Woodall, Mellie Hopson,
Virginia Galloway, Bernice Walker, Eura Crisp, Auberna Perkins,
Orene Farmer, Jean Perkins, Lucy
Alderdice, Julia Griffin and Jack
Griffin.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Kemp and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Bynum.
Ann Wrather, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. M.O. Wrather, has been
awarded a scholarship for science
study at Murray State College by
J.G. Chemists Company of Murray.
The Rev. Joe S. Whitmer is the
new campus minister for First
Christian Church at Murray State
College.

DEAR ABBY: I've been waiting
for years to see a letter like the one
from "B in Dallas." (She said she
faked orgasms. I'm glad to know I'm
not the only woman who does this.
Now
feel less likes freak. Please
print all the letters you get on the
subject.
SACRAMENTO FAKER
DEAR FAKER:I could not believe the volume of mail. Read
on:

DEAR ABBY: Of course I fake it.
All women do. I adore my husband,
but he couldn't find my erogenous
zone with a road map,so!go through
the motions to keep from hurting his
masculine ego.
DESERVES AN ACADEMY
AWARD

then cool down. The act of making
love is no different. If men followed
these instructions, women wouldn't
have to fake it.
MIDWEST COACH

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN and HOBBES
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Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Woods
will be married for 50 years on
Sept. 22.

NO, ITS NT\NM IS
GOOD TOGOTIGERS WET k NAT?

DEAR ABBY:Your reader thinks
most women "fake- it.- Well. here's
one who doesn't have to. Even though
my husband is 79 and I'm 76, sex is
still fun. We love to have our children visit us for a day or two, hut
when they leave. I put the red satin
sheets on the waterbed.turn on some
soft music and don my sexiest nightie.
Then, let the fun begin. Believe me.
faking isn't necessary.
I-LNPPY HONEY IN HONOLULU
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DEAR ABBY: I am :33 and my
husband is 28. He's a wonderful man
but a lousy lover. I don't dare get him
too excited or it's all over before it's
begun. We've been married for six
years and we really love each other.
so I can live with it.
FAKING IT IN ST. PAUL

de press...I/

IT TAKES US
AIL DA8TODRY,
AND UNItLW.DO
SMEIL RAM

/Wfr

DEAR ABBY: Married for 22
years. Been faking it for 20.
CHATTANOOGA "ACTRESS.'

DEAR ABBY: My neighbor and
were discussing our inadequate sex
lives over coffee one day. She said
she often "fakes" orgasms with her
husband,then I confessed that I also
did with mine.
We decided to massage each other.
and found it more satisfying than
our husbands'efforts. Our husbands
don't know the difference: and we
are ...
TWO WIVES HAPPY AT,,LAST

Did you haw v.ina tThe Vice presdent said
.,• Ni?
yc,14
/Flow 'bout this
V.evethi5
Weather/hill'? LjL4ST
read somewhere that-the
green'nouse effect has been
the
def.nifely linked
unseasonahl warm corAirs

1222

P420.7
llOBBES7 DID
VOA) SIGN
IlltA UP
TOO?

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Arnold and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ross King,
SepL 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Brently, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Alexander, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hays, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Nall, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jay Miller, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Thompson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Isaih Jones and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Tucker, Sept. 9.

DEAR ABBY: I fake it just to get
it over with. Sex never was as imDEAR ABBY: My darling is 65 portant to me as it is to my husband
and he's still making it. I'm 63 and — but it's so good for his ego, Id
still faking it. When I read about never let on that all my wild carrying
DEAR ABBY: Most men have the these men who are still active at 85, on was an act. We've been married
rabbit habit: hop on,hop off. Athletes I shudder. I don't think I could sur- for 44 years. He's faithful and so am
know that in order to perform well vive another 20 years of this.
I, and ours is a loving, solid marthey must warm up first, perform,
LONG ISLAND FAKER riage.
CANADIAN FAKER

Daily Comics

C MON,CNA tNi! I SIGNED
YOU UP FOR SWIMMING
LESSONS

Forty years ago
Dr. and Mrs. W.E. Blat,khum
and son, Walter Evans Jr., have
returned from New York City
where Dr. Blackburn attended the
Golden Jubilee meeting of Amencan Chemical Society and International Congress of Pure and
Applied Chemistry.

Dear Abby
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Looking Back

Today in History

installaguaran-
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CATHY
FALL DRESSIN6
THE MOOD IS WILD AND
THE BUZZWORD IS WACKY!

irs A 1900 JACKET 10011 120
BICYCLE SHORTS! A FEATHERY
CAFE WITH SHREDDED DENIM!
A TWEED COAT OVER AN
IRIDESCENT CAT SUIT!!

IT'S ELEGANCE MTH AN AIR.
Of IRREVERENCE...TRADMON
WITH AN AIR Of FUNK...COUURE WITH AN AIR Of CAMP!

Dr. Gott

-Aft

SALESCLERKS
WITH AN AIR OF
DESPERATION.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
.116•410-o,

0199, Unrversal O,esS Syne,rOle

The art of conversation

Crosswords
ACROSS

EN.
cial

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I TH-INK ya.)3HoOLD CALL 1P18 IS WHEN MosT
Et1fS GO efle..1<lo
ANN AND ASK HERTO
STAKjefey-sin NG LUORK.APRIL is atiosr
rfotaftS OLD.rrs
11HETO 1.&--r
—AND DoNT
FL GOO/ 8coELSE.TAKE
OYER FOR A WHilE.
AF3oUr
IT:

hal

- -SHE'S
TeaTHING.

4.g

Jr,
O.

flot?

egY

drgi

GARFIELD

1 High
mountain
4 Separate
9 Ocean
12 Female ruff
13 — Day
14 Chicago's st.
15 Rug
17 — Bailey
(comics)
19. Land
measure
21 Spanish
article
22 Former
Russian ruler
25 Anger
27 Comfort
31 Shade tree-.
32 Rectified
34 Neon symbol
35 Negative
36 Fast-flying
plane
37 Three-toed
sloth
38 Abandoned

vessels
41 Morsel
42 Meat-andvegetable
dish
43 Elsie. for
one
44 Smaller
number
45 Latin
conjunction
47 Old pronoun .
49 10 dimes
53 Have in mind
57 Be in debt
58 -Problem
760 Lock opener
61 Abstract
being
62 Carries
63 Female sheep

Answer to previous Puzzle
ANEW
L IRA

A CII 0-S E A
N T
E
P I
A T
R0
SE
ES
0

Is

5 Loyal to
one's country
6 Hebrew
month
7 Lowe or
Reiner
8 Woody plant
9 Perch

1 Joan of —
2 Meadow
3 Through
4 Fish sauce

Stumped? Get the answers you need by
calling "Dial-a-Word" at 1-900-454-3535
and then dialing 702 ; 95c per minute:
Touch-Tone or rotary phones.
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SORRY MAAM.THERE WAS
NO ONE TO STAY WITH MY
006 TODAY 501 HAD TO
BRING 1.11M WITH ME..

UIUU
23

LOOKS A LITTLE BIT
LIKE HER DOESN'T IT

20

39

11

UU

IU

27

28

29

30

33
37

36

35

34

10

21

32

ill

18

26
25
•

24

31

NO, AS LONG AS
HAS SOME CRAYONS HE
WON'T BE ANY TROUBLE

17

16

22

PEANUTS

9

8

14

UU
19

P.m.

7

6

UUU°UU
43 IIIIII

41UU
44

ill
45

49
57
61

ses

50

46
52

51

US
UU

58

48

47

.
53

59

UU

62UUUU

54

55

56

60

UU

63
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A
0
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T
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A N T AIR
DIE
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R
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DOWN

A

L A S
C
A L TIH

A

10 House
addition
11 Pub drink
16 Equality
18 Choose
20 Go astray
22 Cares for
23 Rain and hail
24 Part of to
be"
26 Heretofore
28 Near
29 Scorches
30 Redacts
32 Mountain
pass
33 Kind of curve
35 Stair post
39 Concerning
40 Temporary
bed
41 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
44 Permit
46 Diplomacy
48 Finishes
49 Female deer
50 Possess
51 French plural
article
52 Greek letter
54 Piece out
55 Unused
p Change color
of
59 That thing •

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 42-year-old
daughter has gone from a slim 120
pounds to 200 pounds over the past 10
years. She tells me she has a sluggish
thyroid but is allergic to iodine so
nothing can be done for her condition.
Is there an alternative treatment?
DEAR READER] Yes. A good diet.
As a general rule, most people who
gain too much weight do so because
they consume too many calories.
Many years ago, the poor thyroid
gland was blamed for obesity. We now
know this assumption was false. Patients with hypothyroidism (underactive thyroid glands) may gain some
weight — usually modest fluid retention causing puffiness — but they seldom become obese, unless they eat
. too much.
Therefore. I suspect that your
daughter's problem would respond to
sensible calorie restriction, such as a
low-fat diet (without sweets or alcohol) that is heavy on Vegetables and
grains and light on pasta and
starches.
Moreover, if your daughter does
have a thyroid condition, iodine is not
the appropriate treatment. Modern
thyroid supplements. such as Synthroid, do a much better job and are
quite inexpensive.
Finally. I doubt your daughter is allergic to iodine, a ubiquitous element
that is present in many edibles. especially seafood. Since iodine is a necessary trace mineral, people are never
"allergic" to it, although they may be
intolerant to drugs that contain high
concentrations of the.substance.
I think your daughter is reacting to
normal maternal carping by putting
you off with a scientifically unsound
excuse She needs to diet -- and to obtain proper medical care if she is
hypothyroid.
I might add that my observations
have more than cosmetic value. Obesity can lead to hypertension, diabetes
and heart disease, hypothyroidism is
associated with fatigue. depression
and heart failure Therefore, your
daughter should get help ASAP
To give you more information, I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Eating Right For A Healthy
Heart" and "Weight Control Through
Calorie Control." Other readers who
would like copies should send $1.25
for each report plus a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to • PO.
Box 91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369
Be sure to mention the title(s).
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Graphic Arts Dept. gains official designation

Obituaries
Mrs. Jan Rudolph
Mrs. Jan Rudolph, 43, Ri 5,
Benton, died Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
at the home of parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Waldrop, Rt. 1, Hazel.
She was a member of Olive BapList Church in Marshall County.
Born Dec. 25, 1947, at Mayfield,
she is the daughter of J.D. Waldrop
and Nell Wilson Waldrop.
Survivors are her husband,
Glenn Rudolph, to whom she was
married on Dec. 20, 1968; one
daughter, Jennifer Rudolph, Rt. 5,
Benton; two sons, Jason Rudolph
and wife, Debra. Rt. 1, Calvert

•

City, and John Rudolph, Rt. 5,
Benton; her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Waldrop, and one brother, David
Waldrop and wife, Sondra, Rt. I.
Hazel.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Willard Beasley and the Rev. R.J.
Burpoe will officiate.
Burial will follow in Storey's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

The Department of Graphic Arts
Technology/Printing Management at
Murray State University will be officially designated as a Gravure Resource Center in a campus ceremony
Thursday, Sept. 19.
Officials of both the Gravure Association of America (GAA) and the
Gravure Education Foundation(GEF)
will participate in the 10:30 a.m.
program in the auditorium of the
Martha Layne Collins Center.
Dr. Thomas E. Gray, chairman of
the Department ofGraphic Arts Tech-

nology/Priming Management, said
the occasion will conclude with a
ribbon cutting at the entrance to the
center in Room 101 South of the
Applied Science Building.
Gravure is a long-run, high-quality
printing process that utilizes a plate in
which the image is protected by being
etched below the surface. Many of the
major publications with large circulations are printed by gravure.
The presidents of both the GAA
and GEF - Vito J. Colaprico and
Massie Odiotti respectively-will be

involved in the designation ceremony. Serving,as master of ceremonies will be C.M. Thompson of the
Sun Printing Company of Northlake,
Ill., a member of the 26-person
Graphic Arts Technology Advisory
Board at Murray State.
Responses to the designation will
be given by Gray, Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth, university president, Dr. Thomas Auer, dean of the College of
Industry and Techncilogy,and Claude
Gilkerson, vice president of R.R.
Donnelley & Sons of Glasgow,chair-

man of the advisory board.
Gray said the Gravure Resource
Center at Murray State, one of only
six on campuses across the country,
will serve as a dissemination point for
information about the gravure printing process to assist in developing a
larger work force.
He explained that the designation
will result in the incorporation of
gravure into the curriculum, the development of a gravure library and
sponsorship of gravure programs and
seminars In the campus.

A view abroad

Investments Since 1854

Mrs. Frances Joanna Smith
Mrs. Frances Joanna Smith, 53,
of 806 North Fifth St., Mayfield,
died Saturday at 9:15 a.m. in a
traffic accident on Highway 303
near Mayfield.
She was employed as a licensed
practical nurse at Mills Manor
Nursing Home.
Preceding her in death were one
daughter, Deborah Fern Smith, and
her parents, Bunnie Ripley and
Rebeth Cruse Ripley.
She is survived by her husband,
the Rev. D. Loy Smith; three
daughters, Mrs. Sherrie Roach and
Ms. Sonja Smith, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Joanna Bailey, Murray; three
sons. Steve Smith, Jaye Smith and
Jonathan Smith, Mayfield; three
sisters. Mrs. Bessie Franklin, Pam-

Stock Market
Report

pa, Texas, Mrs. Lizzie Jones,
Konowa, Okla., and Mrs. Jeannie
Mace, Columbia, Mo.; one brother,
Guy Ripley, Mountain View, Calif.
Mrs. Smith was a member of
Gospel Tabernacle Church, Mayfield, where the funeral will be
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
Pallbearers will be Eddie Mangrum, Dave Rushing, Dwayne Holmes, D.R. Cunningham, Alvin
Sheffield, Eddie Harpole, Ricky
Hinson and Brian Tetrick.
Burial will follow in Gospel
Tabernacle Cemetery with arrangements by Brown Funeral Home of
Mayfield where friends may call
until 12 noon Tuesday when the
body will be taken to the church.

Prices as ol 9 AM
Company

Mrs. Lucille A. Kirby
Services for Mrs. Lucille A. Kir- ville, she was the daughter of the
by were today at 11 a.m. at First late Olie Atchison and Maude
Baptist Church, Gallatin, Tenn., Canada Atchison.
where she was a member. Dr. PhilSurvivors are one daughter, Mrs.
lip Cooley officiated.
Carole Holcomb and husband,
Burial was in Ebenezer Cemet- Tom, Murray; one son, William
ery, Mitchellville. Tenn., with (Bill) Kirby and wife, Susan, Herarrangements by Newby Funeral mitage, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs:
Home. Gallatin.
Ruby Wiseman, Portland, Tenn.;
Mrs. Kirby, 70. Gallatin, died one brother, Thomas Atchison,
Saturday at Sumner Regional Med- White House, Tenn.; seven grandical Center there.
children, Mistianna, Deidra and
She was a retired employee .of Tommy Holcomb, and Rachel,
South Central Bell business office. Pam, Jackqueline and Nicholas
Born Nov. 26, 1920, in Mitchell- Kirby.

Cecil Owens
Funeral rites for Cecil Owens
were Sunday at 2 p.m. at New Harmony Baptist Church where he was
a member. The Rev. Roy Gibson
officiated.
Pallbearers were Richard Baker,
Monty Briney, Jeff Henson, Jackie
Willie, Joe Thorn, Donnie Baker
and Jimmy Wade.
Burial was in Hillcrest Cemetery, Benton, with arrangements by
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. Masonic rites were Saturday at 8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Mr. Owens, 63, Ri 2, Benton,
died Friday at 4:58 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was retired from Peter Supply Company of Paducah where he
worked for 40 years. A veteran, he
was a former member of Marshall

County School Board and past
master of T.L. Jefferson Lodge No.
622 Free and Accepted Masons.
Born April 22, 1928, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Omon Owens and Vera Ray
Owens. One sister and one brother
also preceded him in death.
Mr. Owens is survived by his
wife, Mrs. LaVerne Castleberry
Owens; three daughters, Mrs. Linda Norsworthy and Mrs. Lisa
Myers, Murray, and Mrs. Denise
Miller, Farmington; two sons, Danny Owens, Mayfield, and Kent
Owens, Benton; two sisters, Mrs.
Chloteen Baker, Symsonia, and
Mrs. Valeria Briney, Paducah; nine
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Dr. James Andrew Mayer
- Dr. James Andrew Mayer, 84, of
- Nashville, Term., formerly of Calloway County, died Tuesday, Sept.
10. at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville.
He had retired in 1980 as director of Cancer Program of American
College of Surgeons at Chicago,
Ill. He was a Fellow of the American College Surgeons and had
practiced in Mayfield.
Dr. Mayer served as a colonel
v.ith the Vanderbilt Surgical Unit
wrth the Army in the South Pacific

in World War II.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Gloria Smith, and three
grandchildren, Nashville, Term.; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Belva Mayer,
Mayfield.
Dr. Mayer was preceded in death
by one brother, Dr. Jacob Mayer,
and his parents, Jake Mayer and
Josephine Colley Mayer of Hazel.
Services were Thursday, Sept.
12, at 11 a.m. at Woodlawn
Memorial Park, Hillcrest Gardens,
Nashville. Term.

David Steffey
The funeral for David Steffey
was Sunday at 4 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Jim Former officiated.
Mrs. Alene Knight was organist.
Pallbearers were J.T. Todd, Calvin Todd, Howard Todd, Mike

Todd, Ken Todd and Johnny
Arnold.
Burial was in Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Steffey, 41, of Fox Meadows
Trailer Park, Murray, died Wednesday at his home.

Frank, Roland Morris and Bryan
Morris.
Burial was follow in Green Plain
Cemetery with military rites at the
gravesite.
Mr. White, 75, Ri 1, Puryear,
Term., died Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at
Veterans Administration Hospital,
Memphis, Term.

Mrs. Fada Tharpe
Mrs. Fada Tharpe, 77, of 101
Chestnut St., Murray, died Sunday
at 1:40 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
Her husband, Herold Tharpe,
died in 1974. She was born in HenCounty, Tenn.
Survivors are two brothers, Jack

Sims, Murray, and Rockell Foster,
Toledo, Ohio; one aunt, Lorene
Foster, Murray; several nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Mason Memorial Chapel of
Mayfield will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Wilson L. Hughes
Services for Wilson L. Hughes
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home John Dale and Henry Hargis
officiated. Jerry Bolls led congregational singing.
Pallbearers were Dan McNutt,
Ron McNutt, Steve Chadwick, Haf-

Mayfield woman dies in two-car
accident near Mayfield Saturday
A two-car accident Saturday
took the life of a Mayfield woman,
according to a report from the Kentucky State Police.
Francis Jo Ann Smith, 53, of 806
N. Fifth Street, Mayfield, was
killed when her vehicle collided

Murray woman
hurt in 1-car
accident Sunday
A one-car accident Sunday sent a
Murray woman to the hospital,
according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Jennifer Kimbro, 17, of Rt. 5,
Murray, was treated and released
from the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after she lost control of
her car, struck two small trees and
a dirt embankment south of Murray
on Kentucky 121 around 3:15 p.m.,
authorities said.
Authorities said Kimbro apparently slowed down and swerved to
avoid a blue car which was
attempting to pass her. She overcorrected and left the road, striking
the trees and embankment, authorities said.

with another driven by J.B. Pritchett, of 1522 Murray Street, Mayfield, at the intersection of Kentucky 303 and Tucker Road about
one half mile south of Mayfield
around 9:15 a.m., police said.
Pritchett and a passenger in his
vehicle, Mary L. Pritchett, 73, were
taken to the Mayfield Community
Hospital with head and neck injuries and later transferred to Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, police
said.
Police have received conflicting
eyewitness reports of the accident
and are continuing their
investigation.

Kentucky State
Police Post I
issues report
The Kentucky State Police at
Mayfield's Post I opened a total of
66 criminal cases for the week of
Sept. 8-14, according to a weekly
report issued by the post.
The post also made 45 criminal
arrests, responded to 27 auto accidents, answered 106 complaints
and made 14 DUI arrests, according to the report.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Marko( News Service September 16, 1991
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report includes 4
Buying Stations Receletx Act535,Est 500 Barrows& Gilts
freely .54.75 lower, Sows about steady.
US 1-2 230-2511
00-45 25
542 0104430
US 1-2 214-230 le
gaa 5045.00
US 2-3 2311-204 lbs
US 3-4 2/4-ri0 Rio ----S43.50443_50
SOWS
532.40-33 00
US 1-2 271.330 lba
US 1-3 301-400 1w
S-1300-34.00
US 1-3 400-525 Iss
S3400.3500
S3&00-4000
US 1-3 525 and up
53000.32.00
US 2-3 300.500 64
Bean S706.1111-30.511

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
+9.17
DJIA Previous Close
.2985.69
Air Products..._......
...67
A.T.C. Class A ..... 433/413 441/4A
373/4 .!/$
AT&T
Bank of Murray........
Bell South
49 unc.
Briggs & Stratton..... 371/s +1/4
Chrysler
1074 •14
Dean Foods
32 unc.
Exxon
58'/s +1/4
Fisher Price
281/4 -s/s
34)
Ford Motor
General Electric
6834 +1/2
General
363/s unc.
Goodrich.
43s/s +3/s
Goodyear41s/s unc.
I B M ...........................10414 +11/4
Ingersoll Rand..........
481/4 -14
K-Mart............... ..... 423/s unc.
Ky. Utilities
241/4 -1/4
Kroger ............................ 15s/s unc.
L G & E........441/4 +14
NIcDonalds
323/4 +14
J.C. Penney
4814 -1/4
Quaker Oats
5614 -1/2
Schering-Plough
553/4 +34
Sears
40 unc.
Texaco
621/4 +1/4
Time Warner
787/1 -1/4
UST
4834 unc.
Wal-Mart...................... 491/4 unc.

•kiNiard Lyons

la

pedal() agent tor this stock

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

Are

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
1 J.1. Hilitud, W.L Lyons, Inc.Member NYSE and SIC

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Please join our campaign
for healthier babies.

March of Dimes
We deliver small miracles

Call me about...
*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
753-3415

Lindy T. Suiter

211 S. 12th St.

Buckle Up

ArD-t4-ts4N_Q

Before the Need Arises. . .

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Oilers

James Woodrow White
Final rites for James Woodrow
White were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
/
of Hazel. Kenneth Edwards officiated. The song service was by
singers from Hazel Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers were Will Ed Travis,
Sammy White, Monk Frank, Daniel

A group of Costa Rica National Park Managers recently spent two days visiting TV A's Land Between The
Lakes (LBL). LBL was chosen as a destination for this group, because of the environmental education and
natural resource management activities which take place at LBL. Pictured are the Costa Rica Park Managers with (far left, front) Buzz Buffington, manager of LBL; and (far left, back) Jerry Conley, LBL recreation planner, both from Murray.

Price

ton Garner, Reuben Chrisman and
John' Smotherman.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Hughes, 77, of 803 Story
Ave., Murray, died Thursday at
7:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money
N1-F 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hwy 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-23/40

UPS

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities

713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

